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Introduction & Overview
An abbreviated preliminary survey, consisting of
ve questions, was used to introduce the congregation to the survey process and to provide direction
for the comprehensive survey to come. It explored
two general issues: the impact of First Presbyterian
on the faith journey of its congregants, and the
ministries that are perceived to form the core of
First Presbyterian’s identity, both individually and
collectively.
This short introductory survey was followed several weeks later by a much lengthier (76 questions,
many with multiple parts), more detailed survey
that was designed to elaborate on the themes of
individual and collective identity; assess the congregation’s perceptions of all the ministries, programs, and operations of the church; and elicit input on the desired qualities and roles for our next
Senior Pastor/Head of Staff. The primary reason
for the lengthiness of the comprehensive survey
was that many elements needed to be assessed
twice: once as they applied prior to the COVID-19
crisis, and then again as applicable during the extended suspension of all in-person gatherings in
response to the pandemic. Both surveys were distributed and returned during that period of suspension.
Because the participants (henceforth referred to as
“respondents”) in both surveys were constrained
by the list of response options presented for each
question, they were given the opportunity to provide narrative comments that explained or elaborated on their choices.
Both surveys were made available in two forms: an
online version via SurveyMonkey, and a paper version for those who lacked online access or preferred the paper format. Each survey was distributed to an estimated 480 members and friends
of the church.
In total, 65 introductory surveys (57 online, eight
on paper) and 112 comprehensive surveys (97 online, 15 on paper) were returned. These modest
return rates are typical and expected in survey research, but they do necessitate caution in interpreting or generalizing from the data.

Perhaps of greater concern is the underrepresentation of younger members and families among the
respondents, whose estimated median age is 70.5
years for the introductory survey and 71.3 years
for the comprehensive survey. To put this disproportionality in perspective, our older congregants
typically attend worship more regularly, more frequently serve in leadership roles, and participate to
a greater extent in most of the church’s activities.
They are in a better position to fully evaluate the
ministries, programs, and operations of the church,
and are likely also more motivated to do so. But
the degree to which their views generalize to the
younger cohorts, and to those who are less involved in the life of the church, is uncertain and
should be borne in mind when considering the survey results.
Of the 97 respondents who used SurveyMonkey
for the comprehensive survey, 72 of them completed it in one sitting. Their average time-to-completion of 44 minutes is consistent with the 40minute completion time predicted based on pretesting. This suggests that respondents were reading the questions thoroughly and providing
thoughtful answers. Eight of the SurveyMonkey
respondents submitted incomplete surveys, typically stopping at one of the several page breaks
that were built into the structure of the online survey.
All survey responses were anonymous and kept
con dential.
The speci c questions asked, as well as the full results, including the complete text of all elaborative
comments provided by the respondents, can be
found in the detailed data summaries that follow
this report.
In this narrative summary, all percentages have
been rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Results from the
Introductory Survey
The two initial questions asked respondents to rate
the impact First Presbyterian has had on their personal faith journeys. The rst question referenced
their entire history with the church, and the second
focused speci cally on the past ten months (during
which the church faced two signi cant challenges:
the unexpected departure of the Senior Pastor,
followed shortly thereafter by an extended suspension of in-person worship and meetings due to
COVID-19).
Ninety percent of respondents rated the overall
impact of First Presbyterian quite favorably (average= 6.17, where 6= “mostly positive” and 7= “extremely positive”). The added comments make it
clear that the biggest factor in the church’s positive
impact on the faith journey of respondents is the
close relationships and friendships they have
formed in the context of a supportive fellowship of
believers.
The ratings of the church’s impact on the faith
journeys of respondents over the past ten months
are much less consistent and cover the full range of
the measuring scale, from “extremely negative”
(one respondent) to “extremely positive” (seven
respondents), with an average rating of 4.98
(where 5= “somewhat positive”). Sixty-nine percent of respondents rated the impact of First Presbyterian over the past ten months on the positive
side of the scale, while 22% rated it on the negative
side. A substantial majority (64%) regard the impact of First Presbyterian over their entire history
with the church more favorably than the church’s
impact over the past ten months. Only 8% believe
the church has had a more positive impact on their
faith journeys over the past ten months than it had
had previously; the remaining 28% regard the two
time periods as equally impactful, albeit in somewhat different ways, as evidenced by the elaborative comments.
The comments regarding the past ten months, like
the numerical ratings for that period, are quite diverse. It appears that the months-long suspension

of in-person gatherings has had a more adverse
effect than the sudden departure of the Senior Pastor, although a few respondents wonder whether
there are unaddressed consequences of the pastor’s leaving that have been overshadowed by the
pandemic. Many who view the impact of the
church over the past ten months unfavorably described the personal effects of prolonged separation and the feelings of isolation and disconnectedness it has engendered; others expressed concerns
regarding the potential repercussions of the
church’s extended shift to virtual worship and
meetings on the size, commitment, and cohesiveness of the church’s membership. Those who experience the church as having had a positive impact
on their faith journeys over the past ten months
cited numerous reasons: virtual services allowing
more of the congregation to “attend” worship and
to participate as lay readers, virtual meetings and
classes enabling more participation and deeper
connectedness for people who are location-bound,
being forced by challenging circumstances to reect on and deepen their Christian faith, and the
admirable job that church leaders have done in responding quickly and effectively to an unprecedented set of dif cult circumstances.
Next, respondents were asked to select no more
than three ministries they perceive as forming the
core of First Presbyterian’s identity as a church.
Fully 95% of them chose worship, with mission
(58%) and congregational care (45%) in second and
third place. When respondents were then asked to
select up to three ministries with which they personally identify most strongly, worship, congregational care, and mission were once again the top
choices (selected by 89%, 34%, and 31% of respondents, respectively), although the rank-ordering of
congregational care and mission reversed.
Despite the aggregate congruence in the responses
to these two complementary questions, and a great
deal of overlap in most individuals’ answers, only
34% of respondents selected an identical set of
ministries for both of the “identity” questions. And
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45% of respondents chose a greater number of
ministries as being core to the church’s identity
than they named as being fundamental to their
own personal identity as a member of the church.
These results suggest that the respondents make a
clear distinction between their concept of the
church itself and their own individual self-concepts
as congregants, and that they do not necessarily
identify personally with every element they see as
being de nitional for the church as a whole. These
ndings, in conjunction with the more general congruence in the responses to the two questions
overall, offer strong evidence of the healthy coherence and clarity in respondents’ perceptions of the
church and of their own role in it. The elaborative
comments offered for the “identity” questions afrm and corroborate the centrality of worship as
the vehicle for bringing together a fellowship of
believers, and of mission and congregational care
as Christ-like action that expresses our love for
those beyond our doors and for each other.
Finally, respondents were asked to identify their
age group. Sixty-nine percent are aged 65 or older,
with an estimated median age of 70.5 years.
The three critical de ning elements of First Presbyterian’s identity that emerged in the preliminary
survey—that is, worship, mission, and congregational care—were then incorporated into the design of the comprehensive survey as it was being
developed. The factors identi ed as being foundational in the respondents’ faith journeys were also
integrated into the full survey.
(See pages 21-26 for more detailed data.)
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Results from the
Comprehensive Survey

O

ne of the major goals of the comprehensive survey was to expand on what was learned
in the introductory survey about our personal identities as congregants and our group
identity as a congregation. Put simply, who are we, individually and collectively?
Who are we, individually?

DEMOGRAPHICS
As previously stated, the respondents overrepresent the older cohorts of the congregation, with an
estimated median age of 71.3 years. Seventy-three
percent of the respondents are aged 65 or older.
A vast majority of the respondents are either married (75%) or widowed (14%). Congruent with the
age of the respondents, only 15 have any children
living at home, and the largest group of those children (33%) are post high school.
Seventy-two percent of the respondents are retired; only 18% are employed full- or part-time. Of
the remaining respondents, all but one identi ed
themselves as homemakers.
The respondents are an educated group; 82% have
earned at least a Bachelor’s degree, including 9%
who hold a doctoral degree.
Three-quarters of the respondents drive 15 minutes or less to travel from home to church.
(See Questions 1-6 on pages 27-28 for more detailed
data.)
CONGREGANTS’ PERSONAL HISTORY WITH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The typical respondent (81%) has attended First
Presbyterian for ve years or more, and all but
three are members. The number of months respondents attended before deciding to join is quite
variable, with an estimated median attendance of
4.5 months before the decision was made.

When presented with a lengthy list of potential
factors that might have originally attracted them to
First Presbyterian, the six factors respondents selected most frequently are the church’s identi cation as Presbyterian (66%), the pastor(s) (52%),
feeling welcomed by the congregation (51%), the
fact that the church is well-established (41%), the
music (35%), and the preaching (34%). As a reliability check, respondents were then asked to pare
down the list of factors to the three that MOST
attracted them to First Presbyterian. The top
three factors remained the church’s Presbyterian
denomination (51%), the pastor(s) (40%), and feeling welcomed by the congregation (38%), ranked in
the same order of importance.
When asked to identify all the factors that keep
them at First Presbyterian, respondents most frequently chose the church’s identi cation as Presbyterian (56%), a sense of belonging and connectedness (50%), feeling welcomed by the congregation (50%), having their spiritual needs met (41%),
having friends or family who also attend the church
(41%), the music ministry (37%), and the preaching
(31%). When they subsequently pared down those
factors to the three that are MOST important in
keeping them at First Presbyterian, the most frequent choices were once again the church’s Presbyterian denomination (35%), the welcoming congregation (25%), and a sense of belonging and connectedness (tied with the preaching, both at 23%),
con rming the reliability of the responses to the
previous question.
As further evidence of the belonging and connectedness respondents feel at First Presbyterian, 63%
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reported that at least one of their four closest
friends attends the church, including 20% who indicated that all four of their closest friends attend.
Respondents are also motivated to extend the
church’s welcome to others; 58% invited at least
one individual or family to visit or join the church in
2019, and half have invited at least one individual
or family to view our current virtual worship services. These data reinforce the nding of the introductory survey that the close relationships
formed in the context of a supportive fellowship of
believers are the primary factor in the church’s
positive impact on respondents’ journeys of faith.
Consistent with the primacy of the church’s identication as Presbyterian in the factors that initially
attracted respondents to First Presbyterian and
retain them long-term, 55% purposely sought out a
Presbyterian church, either because they were
raised as a Presbyterian or have a family connection to Presbyterianism (39%), or out of a desire to
be faithful to Presbyterian doctrine (16%). The
remaining 45% value Presbyterianism but chose
First Presbyterian primarily for other reasons.
(See Questions 7-17 on pages 28-30 for more detailed
data.)
CONGREGANTS’ INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES
AS PRESBYTERIANS: BELIEFS
The majority (53%) of respondents perceive their
knowledge of Presbyterian Reformed theology as
average, while 24% view it as greater than average—even though only 15% identi ed Reformed
theology as a factor that originally drew them to
First Presbyterian.
Similarly, most respondents regard their knowledge of the Bible as average (46%) or greater
(32%); a majority (51%) endorsed the statement,
“The Bible is the Word of God and serves as a rule
for faith and practice”, a tenet of Reformed theology.
A substantial majority (68%) of respondents are
comfortable talking about their faith if an opportunity presents itself; an additional 18% believe that
they do not need to talk about their faith, because
their lives and actions speak for themselves.
(See Questions 18-21 on pages 30-31 for more detailed data.)
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CONGREGANTS’ INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES
AS PRESBYTERIANS: PARTICIPATION IN
CHURCH LIFE
A consistent theme in the results of the comprehensive survey (corroborating a key nding of the
introductory survey) is the centrality of worship in
respondents’ concepts of themselves as participants in the life of First Presbyterian. For the most
part, the respondents attend worship services regularly. Seventy-one percent attended weekly during 2019. The percentage reporting weekly attendance dropped to 60% after a transition to virtual
worship in 2020, but an additional 20% have still
been attending worship (virtually) two or three
times a month.
Another way of following up on the introductory
survey and investigating the components of the
respondents’ individual identities was to assess
their active involvement in church life beyond simply attending worship. There are many ways to
contribute one’s “time, talents, and treasure” at
First Presbyterian, and the respondents reported
doing just that.
Many are or have been involved in church leadership; 29% are current or past Deacons, and 34%
are current or past Elders, at First Presbyterian.
A substantial percentage (42%) of respondents are
currently devoting 1-3 hours per week to church
activities, despite the suspension of in-person
gatherings, and 34% are devoting more than three
hours each week. The estimated median current
weekly activity is 2.2 hours.
Seventy percent of respondents currently hold
membership in at least one church organization,
committee, or group, despite the restrictions on inperson meetings. This is comparable to the 71%
who participated in at least one church group during 2019. However, the respondents reported
fewer group memberships overall after in-person
gatherings ceased. For example, 35% currently
belong to only one group, compared to 24% who
held just a single group membership in 2019.
Re ecting on their degree of active participation in
church life over the last three years (excluding the
past ten months), 26% of respondents reported
that their participation has decreased, 42% said
their participation has remained about the same,
and 32% indicated increased participation.
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For those whose participation has decreased over
the last three years, the most common reasons are:
having given up a former responsibility at the
church (37%), a less positive attitude about the
church (34%), and declining health (23%). For
those whose participation has increased over the
last three years, the primary reason is having accepted a new responsibility at the church (70%);
the next two most common factors are having
more time available (30%) and stronger faith (21%).
Because the most recent ten months have been
such a unique chapter in the church’s history,
changes in participation levels during this unusual
period were assessed separately. Evaluating only
the past ten months, 43% of respondents reported
a decrease in their participation, 42% said their
participation has remained about the same, and
14% reported an increase in their participation.
Decreased participation over the past ten months
is typically attributable to one or more of three
factors, each cited by 36% of the respondents: having given up a former responsibility at the church, a
less positive attitude about the church, and a dislike of virtual worship. For those whose participation has increased over the past ten months, a substantial majority (76%) identi ed having accepted a
new responsibility at the church as the reason.
Although the reported nancial contributions of
the respondents vary considerably, 41% of the respondents gave at least 8% of their household income in 2020. At the other end of the spectrum,
19% contributed less than 1% of their income.
Seventeen percent contributed less in 2020 than in
2019, 45% contributed similar amounts in both
years, and 38% contributed more in 2020 than in
2019.
All the questions discussed so far in this section
were designed to prompt respondents to re ect on
the degree to which they have been actively participating in, and contributing to, the life of First Presbyterian. The capstone question then asked them
to rate the degree to which they agree that their
contributions of time, talents, and treasure are an
accurate re ection of their commitment to the
ministry and mission of First Presbyterian. Sixtysix percent agreed to some extent with this statement; this includes 37% who strongly agreed. But
the average of all the responses is only 3.86 (where
3= “not sure” and 4= “somewhat agree”), suggest-

ing that, even when primed to do so, some of the
respondents may not be accustomed to thinking
deeply about the correlation between commitment
to the church’s objectives, and their own contributions to the church’s ability to meet those objectives.
Further evidence of the respondents’ active involvement in church life is their desire to be kept
informed of church news and information. What
they most value information about is church activities and operations, and regathering plans (average
importance= 4.09 and 4.05, respectively, where 4=
“very important”).
Although 88% of respondents agreed either
somewhat or strongly that they had been kept
well-informed in 2019, this percentage dropped to
72% once in-person gatherings ceased. Seventynine percent knew where and how to seek out
church news in 2020, down from 91% in 2019.
Several comments expressed frustration regarding
reduced communication owing from the church
to the congregation after in-person worship and
meetings ceased.
Pre-COVID, respondents utilized a wide variety of
sources for church news and information, with announcements in the bulletin, announcements during worship, and of cial church emails having been
relied on most often (average utilization= 4.23,
4.07, and 4.01, respectively, where 4= “often” and
5= “very often”). The rst two of these sources
have been both less timely and less accessible in
the absence of in-person worship, so church emails
(average utilization= 4.13) and mailed correspondence (average utilization= 3.99) have become the
primary news sources, with all other sources being
consulted signi cantly less often.
Church emails are the best way to communicate
any urgent church news that might arise, according
to the majority (51%) of respondents.
A substantial majority (72%) of respondents know
how and where to voice any concerns or suggestions they have regarding church issues, and a
similar majority (70%) feel comfortable doing so.
The fact that the respondents, overall, attend worship regularly, contribute to the mission and ministry of First Presbyterian in myriad ways, and desire to be kept informed of church news and infor-
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mation, suggests that those who participated in the
survey are quite involved in, and knowledgeable
about, the life of the church. This bolsters con dence in the meaningfulness of the survey results.
(See Questions 22-42 on pages 31-40 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)

Who are we, collectively?
As stated previously, the three critical elements of
First Presbyterian’s collective identity as a fellowship of believers are, in order of importance, worship, mission (outreach), and congregational care.
The comprehensive survey investigated each of
these areas of ministry in greater depth.
THE CORE OF THE CONGREGATION’S COLLECTIVE IDENTITY: WORSHIP
Respondents were presented with a list of 22 elements or qualities of a worship service and were
asked to rate the importance of each in making the
service compelling, using the following rating scale:
1= “unimportant”, 2= “of little importance”, 3=
“somewhat important”, 4= “very important”, and 5=
“essential.”
By a signi cant margin, the sermon was judged the
single most important element of the service.
Fifty-three percent of respondents perceive the
sermon as not merely important, but essential; an
additional 41% view it as very important. Six additional elements of worship—speci cally, strong
theological roots, choir music, being motivated toward Christian action, congregational singing, spiritual renewal for the upcoming week, and feeling
connected to fellow worshippers (in that order)—
are regarded as very important, albeit signi cantly
less so than the all-important sermon. All 22 of the
presented elements were rated as at least somewhat important.
The 22 elements of worship, rank-ordered by the
average importance rating for each, are as follows:
1. Sermon (4.46)
2. Strong theological roots (4.08)
3. Choir music (4.06)

4. Being motivated toward Christian action
(4.06)
5. Congregational singing (4.04)
6. Spiritual renewal for the upcoming week
(3.96)
7. Feeling connected to fellow worshippers
(3.95)
8. Learning something new (3.83)
9. Af rming shared faith (3.82)
10. Confessing sin (3.75)
11. Corporate prayer (3.75)
12. Sense of reverence and awe (3.73)
13. Children’s message (3.72)
14. Physical presence of fellow worshippers
(3.68)
15. Being challenged (3.67)
16. Being comforted (3.57)
17. Familiar order of worship (3.44)
18. Lay participation in leading worship (3.43)
19. Formality, structure, ritual (3.35)
20. Passing of the peace (3.26)
21. Inclusive, non-sexist language (3.16)
22. Sense of historical connection to past generations of worshippers (2.92)
When respondents were next presented with a list
of 15 elements or qualities of a sermon and asked
to indicate which are most important in making the
sermon compelling, two crucial qualities emerged;
sermons that are theologically grounded, but also
interesting and engaging, are most valued.
Five additional qualities of the sermon were rated
as very important; the respondents prefer sermons
that are strongly grounded in scripture, are spiritually inspirational, offer guidance for living, motivate
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Christian action, and relate to contemporary,
everyday life (in that order). All 15 of the listed
elements were rated as at least somewhat important, as indicated below. (The items are rank-ordered by the average importance rating for each,
where 1= “unimportant”, 2= “of little importance”,
3= “somewhat important”, 4= “very important”, and
5= “essential.”)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Is theologically grounded (4.35)
Is interesting and engaging (4.34)
Has strong grounding in scripture (4.28)
Is spiritually inspirational (4.24)
Offers guidance for living (4.10)
Motivates Christian action (3.99)
Relates to contemporary, everyday life
(3.96)
Re ects pastor’s spiritual conviction (3.84)
Is intellectually challenging (3.76)
Is comforting and reassuring (3.66)
Is emotionally moving (3.54)
Addresses important issues in the local or
global community (3.53)
Includes literary or scholarly illustrations
(3.51)
Presents multiple sides of an issue (3.42)
Includes pastor’s personal experiences
(3.21)

Music, an integral component of worship, was assessed next.
Fifty-four percent of the respondents strongly
agreed that music as part of worship is a form of
prayer; somewhat fewer (46%) strongly agreed
that professing our shared faith musically provides
witness to the way God wants us to live.
The two types of music identi ed as most enhancing worship are anthems sung by the Chancel Choir
or Sunrise Singers [a pick-up choir that sings only at
the 8:30 service] (76%) and congregational singing
(71%). Instrumental music and vocal solos/small
ensembles were selected by fewer than half as
many respondents (33% and 32%, respectively).
In terms of congregational singing, traditional
hymns (83%), as well as hymns that are joyful and
uplifting (69%), contribute the most to worship.
Familiar hymns (47%) are in third place.

A question designed especially for participants in
our music ministry evaluated the extent to which
they agree that their musical gifts are being fully
utilized, that their musical gifts are being nurtured
and developed, and that their faith has deepened
as the result of their participation. The most frequent response to all three statements was “no
opinion” (selected by 38%, 35%, and 47% of respondents, respectively). Nevertheless, for all
three statements, responses on the positive side of
the rating scale outnumber responses on the negative side.
Non-participants in our music ministry overwhelmingly (73%) say that lack of musical talent is the
primary reason they do not participate.
Finally, respondents were asked how important it is
that musical selections re ect and reinforce the
scripture and message for a particular service.
Eighty- ve percent regard such congruence as at
least somewhat important, with an average rating
of 3.44 (where 3= “somewhat important” and 4=
“very important”). Expanding on this latter point,
several comments noted that the content and emotional tone of the music and the sermon need to
reinforce the scriptural message, so that there is
continuity across all components of the worship
service.
(See Questions 43-50 on pages 41-48 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS OF THE
CONGREGATION’S COLLECTIVE IDENTITY:
MISSION (OUTREACH) AND CONGREGATIONAL CARE
The introductory survey had identi ed mission as
the second de ning element of our collective identity, so that area of ministry was also explored in
depth in the comprehensive survey.
To assess the congregation’s awareness of our mission initiatives, respondents were asked how many
of our Local and Global Outreach partners they can
name. The typical respondent can name either
three or four Local mission partners (35% and 34%,
respectively), in addition to two Global partners
(42%).
Respondents were next presented with a series of
statements designed to assess the congregation’s
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beliefs and preferences regarding our outreach
initiatives.

gation and serving the needs of the Local and Global community are equally important.

Most respondents either disagreed (40%) that we
should extend our outreach efforts to a greater
number of mission partners, or expressed no opinion (31%) on this issue.

Respondents were also presented with a list of
possible ways they might seek assistance if faced
with a spiritual or emotional crisis; each strategy
was rated according to the likelihood that it would
be utilized. Talking about the crisis with family or
close friends is, by a wide margin, considered the
most likely course of action (average likelihood=
3.92, where 4= “very likely”). Seeking pastoral
care/counseling and seeking mental health treatment outside the church are in the next tier of likelihood, albeit signi cantly below talking to family
or friends. Requesting a Stephen Minister, contacting a Deacon or Elder, or contacting Church Of ce
staff are all regarded as no more than slightly likely.

There is a substantial preference for focusing more
on Local Outreach than on Global Outreach, with
three-quarters of the respondents agreeing either
somewhat or strongly that this is the appropriate
balance for our mission resources and efforts.
When asked the extent to which they agree that
we should limit the number of our mission partners
but increase the amount of support we provide to
each one, respondents provided highly variable
ratings, with an average of 3.58 (where 3= “no
opinion” and 4= “somewhat agree”).
A large majority (86%) agreed either somewhat or
strongly that it is important to support our mission
partners nancially; a similar majority (85%)
agreed either somewhat or strongly that the goal
of mission is to empower people to help themselves.
Respondents were also asked whether we should
develop a new Local Outreach initiative that would
be unique to our church and would not overlap existing programs in the community. The responses
are extremely variable, with the most frequent being “no opinion” (34%), suggesting that the congregation may not be ready to endorse or implement
such an initiative.
Finally, respondents were asked if First Presbyterian’s approach to social issues should become
more “activist.” A signi cant majority (61%) disagreed either somewhat or strongly that the
church should adopt a more social-activist stance.
The introductory survey had also revealed that, in
addition to reaching out to serve God’s people beyond our doors, acting as loving caregivers for each
other (congregational care) is a critical piece of our
collective identity, so this aspect was also explored
in detail in the comprehensive survey. Regarding
the prioritization of these two arenas of service to
others, a substantial majority (79%) of respondents
believe that serving the needs of our own congre-

The following is the complete list of options presented, rank-ordered by their average likelihood
rating (where 1= “not at all likely”, 2= “slightly likely”, 3= “somewhat likely”, 4= “very likely”, and 5=
“extremely likely”):
1. Talk with my family or close friends (3.92)
2. Seek pastoral care/counseling (2.71)
3. Seek mental health treatment outside the
church (2.64)
4. Keep it between me and God (2.45)
5. Request a Stephen Minister (1.98)
6. Wait for someone at the church to reach out
to me (1.89)
7. Contact a Deacon (1.75)
8. Contact Church Of ce staff (1.64)
9. Contact an Elder (1.55)
A few comments offered anecdotal evidence of
isolated cases in which necessary pastoral care was
not provided or was deemed insuf cient.
Several comments suggest confusion regarding the
distinction between Local Outreach and congregational care; perhaps some education on this topic is
warranted.
(See Questions 51-56 on pages 48-51 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)
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What do we do best?
To assess the congregation’s perceptions of the
church’s strengths and weaknesses, respondents
were asked to rate the effectiveness of First Presbyterian’s many ministries, rst pre-COVID, and
then again as they apply to the period during which
in-person gatherings have been suspended. Although the two lists of ministries overlap considerably, they are not identical. Some of the church’s
ministries had to be temporarily discontinued; others were modi ed as a necessary adaptation to the
changed environment, primarily by altering their
delivery method. A prime example is the rapid and
successful transition to virtual worship services
(pre-recorded and broadcast on Facebook), including a virtual choir.
Over the past three years (excluding the past ten
months), Vacation Bible School, Sunday worship
services, the music ministry, and the Youth and
Family Ministries have all been regarded as highly
effective. Every one of the 21 ministries assessed
for their effectiveness during this period of “normal
operations” was rated by respondents as at least
somewhat effective, with the sole exception of the
Spinnakers Men’s Ministry.
The complete list of pre-COVID ministries, rankordered by their average rating (where 1= “not at
all effective”, 2= “slightly effective”, 3= “somewhat
effective”, 4= “very effective”, and 5= “extremely
effective”), is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Vacation Bible School (4.15)
Sunday worship services (4.11)
Music ministry (4.06)
Youth and Family Ministries (4.04)
Children’s Ministry (3.93)
Deacons (3.88)
Youth Sunday (3.84)
Presbyterian Women (3.82)
Stephen Ministry (3.66)
Local Outreach (3.62)
Stewardship campaign (3.52)
Coffee hours (3.49)

13. Community Lenten services (3.48)
14. Adult Christian Formation (3.43)

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

When respondents then assessed the ministries
that have continued since in-person gatherings
were suspended, some notable shifts in the perceived effectiveness of these ministries occurred.
(The second list includes only 12 ministries, because the others have been temporarily
disbanded.) Without exception, every ministry is
perceived to have decreased in effectiveness relative to its pre-COVID level. The ministries judged
to have declined in effectiveness to the greatest
degree are Youth and Family Ministries, the Children’s Ministry, and Vacation Bible School, all obviously having in common that they serve our
youngest members. The ministries that have fared
the best over the past ten months are the choir
(now virtual), the Deacons, Local Outreach, and
worship services (also virtual); the perceived effectiveness of these four ministries has decreased
only minimally relative to their pre-COVID baselines.
In absolute terms, the virtual choir and virtual worship services are regarded as the most effective of
all the ministries operative during COVID. Several
comments express appreciation and gratitude for
the way the church accomplished the transition to
virtual worship so quickly and well.
The complete list of ministries that have continued
during the pandemic, rank-ordered by their average effectiveness rating (where 1= “not at all effective”, 2= “slightly effective”, 3= “somewhat effective”, 4= “very effective”, and 5= “extremely effective”), is as follows:
1. Virtual choir (3.96)
2. Virtual worship services (3.82)
3. Deacons (3.70)
4. Presbyterian Women (3.45)
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Global Outreach (3.37)
Pastoral care (3.33)
Camp Montgomery retreat (3.31)
First Café (3.22)
Blue Christmas service (3.00)
Inquirers’ classes (2.87)
Spinnakers Men’s Ministry (2.20)
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Local Outreach (3.36)
Vacation Bible School (3.36)
Adult Christian Formation (3.00)
Stephen Ministry (2.95)
Global Outreach (2.94)
Children’s Ministry (2.90)
Stewardship campaign (2.88)
Youth and Family Ministries (2.74)

(See Questions 57-58 on pages 52-57 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)

What is God calling us to do and be?

WHAT ARE WE BEING CALLED TO DO AND
BE MORE OF?
As part of the discussion in the rst two congregational meetings for the Mission Study, participants
were asked in break-out groups what they would
like to see First Presbyterian do or be more of in
the next ve years. The list of suggestions generated in that context was then presented to the survey
respondents, who were asked to endorse as many
of the suggestions as they liked. They were also
given the opportunity to propose additions to the
list.
Of the 14 items on the original list, four were endorsed by at least half the respondents: attracting
more young families (70%), growing our membership in general (62%), enhancing our community
presence and involvement (51%), and increasing
the diversity of our congregation (50%).
The complete list of potential items for development or enhancement, rank-ordered by the percentage of respondents who endorsed them, is as
follows:
1. Attracting more young families (70%)
2. Growing our membership in general (62%)
3. Enhancing our community presence and involvement (51%)
4. Increasing the diversity of our congregation
(50%)
5. Getting the “8:30 people” together with the
“11:00 people” (46%)

6. Better utilizing our facilities throughout the
week (39%)
7. Developing support groups, such as a parent
support group or bereavement support
group (34%)
8. Initiating creative intergenerational activities (33%)
9. Increasing children’s involvement in worship
(33%)
10. Further developing and expanding our virtual ministries (30%)
11. Making our facilities available for use by
those outside the congregation (28%)
12. Increasing collaborative worship and activities with other local churches (26%)
13. Getting more people involved in the music
ministry (24%)
14. Developing activities that bring multiple
churches in our Presbytery together (13%)
Many of the suggestions for expanding this list relate to the perceived need to attract more young
families to the church, but also to increase the participation and involvement of the young families
we already have, by strengthening and growing our
Children’s Ministry and our Youth and Family Ministries. Increasing children’s involvement in worship and initiating creative intergenerational activities (items that had been included in the original
list and were each endorsed by a third of the respondents) could be helpful in this regard; another
initiative proposed by several respondents is a
children’s choir and a youth choir.
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Related to the desirability of increasing the diversity of the congregation, several comments reinforce
the importance of inclusiveness and of addressing
any remaining accessibility barriers on the church
campus.
Several additional themes, unrelated to the original
items, also emerged when respondents were asked
to expand the list of possible future initiatives or
areas needing improvement.
First, there appears to be a need for more frequent
and better communication to the congregation in
general.
Pastoral care was also identi ed by several commenters as an area that needs to be strengthened,
both in quantity and in quality.
Another theme is a desire for more small-group
activities, with the creation of support groups as
one example; another is a more organized, stronger
men’s group. Along similar lines, several respondents would like to see more outreach projects in
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which groups of church members could work together on an ongoing basis.
A nal theme is a desire to enhance and improve
the music ministry, a concern that was voiced primarily by individuals who had identi ed themselves in a previous question as participants in our
music programs. The respondents in general, including the church musicians among them, concur
that increasing participation in the music ministry
would be bene cial.
WHAT ARE WE BEING CALLED TO DO AND
BE LESS OF?
The answers to the question of what First Presbyterian should do or be less of over the next ve
years are highly idiosyncratic. The only suggestion
made by more than one respondent is to eliminate
or revamp First Café, a Wednesday night dinnerand-speaker program whose attendance has declined considerably in recent years.
(See Questions 59-61 on pages 58-60 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)

What do we want our next Senior Pastor to do and be?

PASTORAL ROLES
Respondents were presented with a list of ten potential roles for our next Senior Pastor/Head of
Staff and were asked to evaluate the importance of
each, keeping in mind that we will have three fulltime pastors on staff and that no one individual can
possibly excel at everything.
Despite the caveat in the framing of the question,
six of the ten roles—minister/teacher of the Word,
worship planner and leader, spiritual guide, pastoral caregiver, visionary long-term planner, and
church administrator—were rated as either very
important or essential by at least two-thirds of the
respondents. The most critical roles—minister/
teacher of the Word, and worship planner and
leader—were rated as very important or essential
by an overwhelming 98% and 96% of the respondents, respectively.
The respondents have high expectations for our
next Senior Pastor, desiring a high level of perfor-

mance in a wide variety of roles. But something
they do not want is a pastor who will adopt a socialactivist role. Only 11% of the respondents regard
this role as a very important or essential one, while
a majority (53%) believe it is unimportant or of little importance. This aligns with the previously discussed nding that most respondents do not agree
that the church should take a more activist stance
on current social issues.
As a reliability check, respondents were next asked
to identify just one role as being most essential,
and one role as being least important, for the new
pastor. Substantial majorities chose minister/
teacher of the Word as most essential (57%) and
social activist as least important (63%), consistent
with the previous results.
The complete list of potential roles for the next
Senior Pastor, rank-ordered by their average importance rating (where 1= “unimportant”, 2= “of
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little importance”, 3= “somewhat important”, 4=
“very important”, and 5= “essential”), is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Minister/teacher of the Word (4.69)
Worship planner and leader (4.45)
Spiritual guide (4.22)
Pastoral caregiver (3.97)
Visionary long-term planner (3.94)
Church administrator (3.84)
Group facilitator (3.48)
Ecumenical/interfaith collaborator (3.43)
Witness/evangelist (3.33)
Social activist (2.38)

(See Questions 62-64 on pages 61-63 and Questions
72-73 on pages 64-66 for more detailed data.)
PERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL PASTORAL QUALITIES
The personal and interpersonal qualities the congregation would like to see in our next Senior Pastor were assessed by means of a series of “forcedchoice” questions that paired two pastoral qualities
and required respondents to select the one that
they would prefer—even though they might prefer
both to some degree. This survey technique does
not always allow individual respondents to fully
express their personal views (and some of the
comments expressed frustration at this, accurately
pointing out that several of the paired options were
not necessarily mutually exclusive), but it does allow the collective perspective of the group to
emerge, which was the intended goal.
The seven pairs of pastoral qualities, rank-ordered
by the magnitude of the difference in the percentages who chose each option, are listed here. (The
preferred quality in each pair is in boldface.)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

1. Has a relaxed, friendly interpersonal style
(97%) OR has a formal, reserved interpersonal style (3%)
2. Spends more time listening (90%) OR
spends more time talking (10%)
3. Welcomes innovative approaches (86%) OR
honors the way things have always been
done (14%)
4. Skillfully mediates con icts (83%) OR encourages people to resolve con icts on their
own (17%)
5. Firmly grounds preaching and teaching in a
Biblical context (76%) OR explores contemporary social issues (24%)
6. Empowers church leaders and the congregation to make decisions (68%) OR provides
strong, decisive leadership (32%)
7. Promotes the spiritual development of the
congregation (67%) OR facilitates the theological and Biblical education of the congregation (33%)
A few respondents questioned the wisdom of the
timing of the pastoral search we are about to undertake. One concern is that, because we suspended in-person gatherings so soon after the unexpected departure of our previous pastor, we
have not adequately grieved that loss together as a
community of faith. Another is that we cannot fully
know what the long-term repercussions of the extended suspension of in-person gatherings will be,
making it more challenging to discern the degree of
“ t” between a church in ux and potential pastoral
candidates.
(See Questions 65-73 on pages 63-66 for more detailed data.)
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How are we feeling about the future?
A large majority of respondents (67%) expect to be
active participants in the life of First Presbyterian
Church ve years from now.
Seventy-seven percent of the respondents rated
their degree of commitment to the church as high
or very high; 59% are very hopeful about our future as a church family, with an additional 27% being somewhat hopeful.

UPDATE: At the time this report was completed
(February 2021), the church was in its eleventh
month of suspended in-person worship. In-person worship is scheduled to resume, on a limited
scale, in late February 2021.

We have much to look forward to as we anticipate
a new Senior Pastor and prepare for the next chapter in the story of our life together as a community
of faith.
(See Questions 74-76 on page 67 for more detailed
data.)
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Data Summaries for the
Congregational Surveys
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Notes to the Reader
In the data summaries that follow, the responses to
each survey question are presented in the form of a
frequency distribution, which indicates the number of survey respondents who chose each of the
possible responses to that question.
The frequency column will always sum to the total
number of respondents who answered that question. The number of respondents who skipped
each question is also provided.
Each frequency has also been converted to a percentage to control for the fact that the number of
people who responded varies from one question to
the next. All percentages have been rounded to the
nearest hundredth.
For questions for which the calculation was appropriate, an estimated median value is reported. A
median is a value that separates the upper 50% of a
set of scores from the lower 50%, after the scores

have been arranged in order of magnitude. In these
surveys, a median is a value that half of the respondents scored above, and half of the respondents
scored below.
Respondents were given the opportunity to provide narrative comments to explain or elaborate on
their answers, or to offer answers that had not
been among the possible responses presented. All
comments have been reproduced verbatim, retaining any grammatical, spelling, or punctuation errors
made by respondents. Because the respondents
were anonymous, their comments have been attributed to an identifying number only; this number allows the reader to follow the thread of each
respondent’s comments throughout the entire introductory or comprehensive survey.
Different individuals may have participated in each
survey; because of the anonymity of the respondents, there is no way to determine the degree of
overlap in the two respondent samples.
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Data Summaries for the
Introductory Survey
The total number of surveys returned was 65. Of these, 57 (Respondents 1-57) were
submitted via SurveyMonkey and eight (Respondents 58-65) on paper.
1. Re ecting on your entire history with FPCFB,
rate the impact that the church has had on
your personal faith journey.
frequency
___0__ extremely negative (0.00%)
___0__ mostly negative (0.00%)
___2__ somewhat negative (3.13%)
___0__ none (0.00%)
___4__ somewhat positive (6.25%)
__37__ mostly positive (57.81%)
__21__ extremely positive (32.81%)

“I was disappointed by the General Assembly votes
on changing the Book of Order regarding gay clergy and for supporting the boycott and divestment
movement regarding Israel.” (Respondent 14, rating: mostly positive)
“I’m grateful for the many opportunities I’ve been
given to serve and to use the lay pastor training I
received before we moved here from the
Midwest.” (Respondent 16, rating: extremely positive)

ANSWERED: 64; SKIPPED: 1
AVERAGE= 6.17 (where 6= “mostly positive” and
7= “extremely positive”)
“Off setting the many positives are issues we had
with a teacher of our children (several years back)
and our lead minister. This is a disturbing trend.
We as a congregation need to do better in training
and selecting and monitoring behavior to ensure
Christian principles are taught, respected and followed. Certainly giving substance to those in need
is a key part of Christian behavior. But always
working to improve our personal behavior, the behavior of the congregation and staff is an absolute.
Two major instances in ve years is outside the
norm. I would rate us poorly here.” (Respondent 8,
rating: mostly positive)
“Joy in forming long lasting friendships among the
congregation. Serving as an Elder on the Session;
Chairing the Endowment Trust Fund; Teaching the
Original Adults Sunday school class, and leading
the Stephen Ministry of our church. All of these
activities helped me to be a better Christian and
helped to con rm my decisions to serve as much as
possible.” (Respondent 9, rating: extremely positive)

“I have found guidance and inspiration in weekly
sermons and music, through Tuesday Morning
Ladies Bible study, through preparing lessons and
teaching Sunday school, through small group studies and through interaction with members of the
congregation.” (Respondent 19, rating: extremely
positive)
“This last year with Wain being dismissed, the lack
of leadership and not being able to participate in
person has been dif cult. Otherwise this congregation’s fellowship, study and worship has been
very impactful on our family.” (Respondent 23, rating: mostly positive)
“I loved my church until I read that awful letter sent
to the congregation that included much unnecessary information and was hurtful to his mother.
Not an ounce of Christianity in the letter. I hope
my response got past the committee that sent it.
Made me I’ll.” (Respondent 24, rating: somewhat
negative)
“I really enjoyed participating on a mission team
visit to Charleston, SC to work on houses for people that needed help. I have also enjoyed the Outreach and Finance Committees.” (Respondent 29,
rating: mostly positive)
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“FPC has given me the opportunity to get involved
with the local community. Giving my time and efforts to promote God’s Love and generosity
through programs such as Habitat for Humanity,
Hope House and other outreach programs.” (Respondent 35, rating: mostly positive)
“To be clear, regardless of any personal opinions of
any one of the senior pastors we have had in the
last 20 years at this church, all were very good from
the pulpit. All were compelling orators in their own
style. Each, in their own way, were a ‘draw’ on Sunday because of their engaging preaching style.”
(Respondent 42, rating: extremely positive)
“Since I came to this church in 1998 I have grown in
many ways thanks to the people in it.” (Respondent
44, rating: extremely positive)
“The church has been there for me in all aspects of
my life. It is my sanctuary and a place where I know
that God leads me to renew my faith. It is a family
of God where I know that there is support for my
belief in God. It is not just a building but a faithful
group of people who worship and have fellowship
together.” (Respondent 49, rating: mostly positive)
“I have had the opportunity to work with the leadership and congregation of this Church for many
years and have watched and helped the campus
grow over that time. The friendships I have formed
with the people I have met in this Church have
been a crucial part of my later life.” (Respondent
51, rating: extremely positive)
“Although there are often bumps in the road, any
church which did not yield mostly positive results
at least, would not be effective and should be
changed. Personal failures of staff or volunteers
must at least a good faith effort, or a more meaningful experience should be sought.” (Respondent
52, rating: mostly positive)
“Worshipping at home is different, but I’ve experienced some very spiritual moments. I’ve come to
realize even more how important a regular worship
experience is to me.” (Respondent 57, rating: extremely positive)
“Disappointed in failure to reconvene after Wuhan
virus, even in reduced, social distancing form.” (Respondent 62, rating: mostly positive)
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“I love the interaction at church service. I miss my
church friends.” (Respondent 63, rating: extremely
positive)
“I miss my church friends when we do not attend
church regularly.” (Respondent 64, rating: mostly
positive)
2. This year (2020), FPCFB has faced two major
challenges: the impact of the COVID pandemic and the unexpected departure of our Senior
Pastor. Thinking only of the past 10 months,
rate the impact that the church has had on
your personal faith journey during this unusual period in our history.
frequency
___1__ extremely negative (1.56%)
___1__ mostly negative (1.56%)
__12__ somewhat negative (18.75%)
___6__ none (9.38%)
__15__ somewhat positive (23.44%)
__22__ mostly positive (34.38%)
___7__ extremely positive (10.94%)
ANSWERED: 64; SKIPPED: 1
AVERAGE= 4.98 (where 5= “somewhat
positive”)
“I have met and gotten to know more people in the
congregation in zoom meetings.” (Respondent 6,
rating: extremely positive)
“The issues were and are large and I have gotten
more from personal efforts than group…the nature
of the times. I believe the church has responded
correctly to the corona virus. I have no suggestions
on how the church should have responded differently to the virus.” (Respondent 8, rating: somewhat positive)
The problems outlined in the question forced us all
to review ourselves and our Christian ideals.” (Respondent 9, rating: extremely positive)
“To use a popular/common term these days, the
church has ‘pivoted’ fairly quickly to respond to
both of these situations. Not perfectly, but in ways
that have moved us forward rather than keeping us
stuck.” (Respondent 16, rating: mostly positive)
“Church leadership handled the departure of our
Senior Pastor very well and the church member-
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ship rallied. Loss of in church worship and meeting
has been dif cult. Church leadership has done a
great job with transitioning to online. I realize the
need for safety but many churches and organizations seem to be doing a better job of getting members back to a more normal experience.” (Respondent 18, rating: mostly positive)
“I have been blessed with the weekly virtual services, Dr. Kling’s sermons and the choir but I miss
being in the sanctuary. Our elders and deacons
have done a wonderful job in bringing us the virtual
service and it has been meaningful to have so many
people in our congregation participate. I have
missed taking part in small group studies and being
with the children!” (Respondent 19, rating: mostly
positive)
“I felt the leadership and communication from Julie
and the session was extremely poor during that
time of crisis. Moving onto the area of Covid…I
think it is very disappointing that our church is still
on lockdown. Most churches are at least trying
(even if small) to worship safely in person. Those
that want to worship in person should be able to
and those that don’t can still worship virtually. I
feel that we are doing long term damage to our
church and I know of families that either have
found another church or are looking for another
church.” (Respondent 23, rating: extremely negative)
“I got more from reading Dosters weekly article in
the paper. At least he addressed the real issues in
the community and needs of the people living in
this political mess.” (Respondent 24, rating: none)
“I am extremely impressed with how the church
has come together under dif cult circumstances to
continue worship and other activities.” (Respondent 29, rating: extremely positive)
“We need to allow our members to gather and
worship God together! Watching my church family
and friends leave our congregation to worship
elsewhere has had a negative effect” (Respondent
35, rating: mostly negative)
“COVID has a negative effect on worship even
though have used virtual every Sunday.” (Respondent 36, rating: mostly positive)

“The challenges and instability of the past year, especially the shift to virtual worship and meetings,
have had many wholly unexpected but welcome
effects on both my maturity as a Christian and my
faith in God. I have been forced by circumstances
to overcome some substantial personal stumbling
blocks that often held me back in the past. Never
before have I felt as capable and con dent in my
ability to be of service to God and my church, and I
am lled with gratitude.” (Respondent 41, rating:
extremely positive)
“It is hard to separate the 2 challenges mentioned
in this question, simply due to the timing happening
within several weeks of each other. In many ways, I
believe the pandemic helped the church move past
the pastoral challenges quicker (the fears and concerns over the pandemic in the community seemed
to overshadow what had just transpired at the
church). However, without senior leadership in
place, I wonder if we weathered the storm around
the pandemic as well as we should have (no way to
tell). That is also not a criticism of those leading
during this time. Due to the pandemic, I believe our
family has lost touch with 1st Pres. Early on, the
remote services were “must see tv” because I think
we all craved social interaction and also because it
was a bit of a novelty. However, by late summer, it
appeared as if attendance was dropping off in large
numbers and to be quite honest, remote church is
no longer “must see tv” for our family. What was
set up as a stop gap, a means to an end, a temporary solution to a temporary problem now seems to
have become the norm and simply is not a compelling draw in this ongoing format. I know this is
not a long term plan, but my fear is that when we
do regather, when we do seek a new pastor, we will
have lost some of our members and a sense of who
we are.” (Respondent 42, rating: somewhat positive)
“I do not feel that the departure of our head pastor
had an impact on my faith. I am highly involved in
the church, and so I just threw my energy into trying to help us through that period. However, I do
feel that the isolation imposed on us by Covid is
having a negative effect on me. I do worship virtually every week and I attend Sunday school as well,
but I nd myself feeling more and more isolated
and moving toward depression.” (Respondent 43,
rating: somewhat negative)
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“My faith journey with the church has not changed.
I would like to see a family oriented minister come
here to lead us.” (Respondent 44, rating: extremely
positive)

think in general virtual church is going well. My
fear is that many will discover they can get a similar
experience with less bother with virtual.” (Respondent 52, rating: somewhat negative)

“The pastor leaving the church under unusual circumstances was very disappointing. The pastor is a
church leader but is not the church. I did not lose
faith and I know that it is in God’s hands as is the
Pandemic. The time of the pandemic has probably
strengthened my faith as the leaders have been
able to carry on with encouragement and conviction and kept us together through technology.”
(Respondent 49, rating: mostly positive)

“I’ve turned from disappointment, to forgiveness,
to the realization God has a plan for us. When all is
said and done we might end up being stronger.”
(Respondent 57, rating: mostly positive)

“I am highly impressed with the leadership jumping
in quickly to adapt to virtual Church and the loss of
the Senior Pastor. We have had a good response
from the Congregation attending and participating
in the worship services and the choir has done a
wonderful job with their leadership. Overall, I
think our Church has responded as well as could be
expected under the circumstances.” (Respondent
51, rating: mostly positive)
“The unexpected departure of the senior pastor
has been one of the most traumatic events imaginable in the life of a congregation. I suppose it is my
misfortune, but this is not the only time it has happened to a congregation where I belonged. When
our Senior Pastor was on Sabbatical, he was really
missed. The time passed quickly, the remaining
staff kept things owing smoothly, but there was
still conversations as to when he would return.
When his actual return to the pulpit was announced, there was a certain excitement, in anticipation. At some period after, word sort of leaked
out that there was an issue, but at least I did not
know what the actual issue was. Soon, “the letter”
came and the world as we knew it, changed dramatically. It was not as bad as we feared it could
be, but still bad. When I rst read the letter, I was
somewhat surprised. The. decision had seemingly
been made to allow resignation, with a seemingly
generous payoff. I found this on one hand curious
since we were paying for work. when none was being performed; and to what end? I am aware that
being allowed to resign rather than being terminated might make future employment easier. In
the end not sure I am in favor of that. This will cost
our church thousands of dollars which we can likely
afford but our mission partners cannot. COVID is
not as drastic, assuming we do not have illness. I

“Wain’s digression” (Respondent 61, rating: somewhat negative)
“I feel like I have lost my family. I am not a techy so
the internet does not help (partly my fault)” (Respondent 63, rating: somewhat negative)
“This time in 2020 just shows me that all people are
just that! People!” (Respondent 64, rating: somewhat negative)
3. Which of the many ministries of FPCFB best
exemplify and de ne the very core of who we
are as a church? Choose up to THREE.
frequency
__61__ Worship (e.g., Sunday services, music, celebrations of sacraments) (95.31%)
__29__ Congregational care (e.g., Diaconate,
Stephen Ministry, Pastoral Care) (45.31%)
__37__ Mission (e.g., Local and Global Outreach)
(57.81%)
__13__ Small groups (e.g., Presbyterian Women
Circles, Spinnaker Men’s Ministry) (20.31%)
___9__ Engagement (e.g., Fellowship, Hospitality)
(14.06%)
__13__ Stewardship of resources (e.g., nances,
buildings and grounds) (20.13%)
__26__ Christian Formation (e.g., Adult Christian
Education, Children’s Ministry, Youth Ministry)
(40.63%)
ANSWERED: 64; SKIPPED: 1
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“However…question not really fair. A vibrant
church needs ALL of the above. I would also add
that the combination of the 5 items creates the
basis by which the congregation and individual
members can grow in Christ like behavior and help
other members grow in Christ like behavior. In fact
every member of a vibrant congregation should to
some degree participate in all elements listed.” (Respondent 8, choices: worship, congregational care,
mission)
“We have a large campus, and in several areas we
were not stewarding our resources well. The old
CE building was worn out and not being used, and
Noah’s Place was in disrepair and not welcoming to
new parents. That said, now that we have made
improvements—I would hope we could turn our
focus outward (mission) rather than inward. Because we have an older population (like most mainline churches) we have to focus on care. Our diaconate and associate pastor do a fantastic job here,
as do individuals. While on this topic, I think it
highly inappropriate and unnecessary to ask deacons to also serve on a session committee. Maybe
this will come up somewhere else in the survey but
as long as we are on the topic of care. As to our
worship services—they are probably is the reason
most people join the church. We have a traditional
service, rather than contemporary, and we offer a
more intimate setting (as opposed to a large auditorium) I wish I could say it is due to our theology.
But most folks don’t take much notice, which is unfortunate because it is one way we can differentiate ourselves from other churches here in the Bible
Belt. We aren’t just another ‘Baptist’ church with a
traditional service and women in leadership. We
are Presbyterian—and we do mission and fellowship with 57 other churches in our presbytery—we
are not a stand-alone congregation.” (Respondent
16, choices: worship, congregational care, stewardship of resources)
“I cannot choose one over the other.” (Respondent
24, choices: none)
“FBFP has strong knowledgeable leaders in Christian ed. Unfortunately, most of our congregation
does not partake in these opportunities.” (Respondent 27, choices: worship, congregational care,
Christian Formation)
“Children and Youth ministry very important but
could not be implemented without Stewardship.

Same applies to Worship.” (Respondent 36, choices: worship, congregational care, stewardship of
resources)
“I’m not sure this is a great question so I hope my
answer provides what you need. My strong belief
is that this church is, at its heart, a re ection of the
relationships we have developed within the ‘4 walls
of the church’. We gather together to worship and
study with each other but also to care for each other. Then and only then, are we able to care effectively for those outside of our congregation. The
sense of community and family we have from worship, study and caring for each other, propels the
rest of our mission and missions.” (Respondent 42,
choices: worship, congregational care, Christian
Formation)
“I would like to see a choir back at both services.
This is in my eyes second to the Minister. Music
and Ministry is the back bone to any church.” (Respondent 44, choices: worship, congregational
care, small groups)
“Worship is the reason we have a church. It is
where we give our praise and thanksgiving to God
as group of fellow believers. Mission is our attempt
to be like Jesus and to serve others in the community and the world Christian Education is how we
raise up our children to be good stewards and learn
of Gods word and this should continue throughout
out life. There is always new visions of the word as
we mature in out Christian life.” (Respondent 49,
choices: worship, mission, Christian Formation)
“I love the sermons and the music and I feel that
our older members need the Christian care that
our Church provides. We have a Beautiful facility
that has been a important part of this community
for over 162 years and I feel it is our responsibility
to maintain in to the best of our ability.” (Respondent 51, choices: worship, congregational care,
stewardship of resources)
“Worship is the heart of all we do. Our worship is
well thought out, music is professional, and in general we are a tight knit group. For some elderly
people, this is a large percentage of our social and
personal interaction. Congregational care small
groups, etc are as not as well supported by the
congregation, with the same people providing most
of the labor force.” (Respondent 52, choices: worship, mission, stewardship of resources)
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“My selections—mission, small groups, and Christian formation are in many ways more aspirational
than a re ection of where we are today. I feel today we put too much emphasis on stewardship of
resources for JUST our congregation and to a lesser extent, we seem to place more emphasis on Sunday worship than on the overall mission of the
church (in this sense, I’m using the word ‘mission’
broadly and not speci c to Outreach).” (Respondent 54, choices: mission, small groups, Christian
Formation)
“Looking at all of these groups, made me realize
what a strong faith community we have. I could
have selected all ve.” (Respondent 57, choices:
worship, small groups, stewardship of resources,
Christian Formation)
“I love the mission trips. Guess I’m too old now.”
(Respondent 63, choices: worship, mission, small
groups)
4. With which FPCFB ministries do you personally identify most strongly? Choose up to
THREE.
frequency
__58__ Worship (e.g., Sunday services, music, celebrations of sacraments) (89.23%)
__22__ Congregational care (e.g., Diaconate,
Stephen Ministry, Pastoral Care) (33.85%)
__20__ Mission (e.g., Local and Global Outreach)
(30.77%)
__15__ Small groups (e.g., Presbyterian Women
Circles, Spinnaker Men’s Ministry) (23.08%)
__13__ Engagement (e.g., Fellowship, Hospitality)
(20.00%)
__11__ Stewardship of resources ( nances, buildings and grounds) (16.92%)
__19__ Christian Formation (e.g., Adult Christian
Education, Children’s Ministry, Youth Ministry)
(29.23%)
ANSWERED: 65; SKIPPED: 0
“See previous answer.” (Respondent 8, choices:
worship, congregational care, mission)

“I love preaching. I love liturgy. I love theology.
Take them all together and you get Worship and
Christian Education. Going through lay pastor
training changed my life. Truly. And I continue to
grow through challenging Christian Education, and
the ways I am able to connect with and serve beyond our congregation—on committees at the
presbytery and by doing pulpit supply at smaller
churches. In this regard, I am not your ‘normal’
member. OK, hopefully not abnormal! Maybe just
some kind of hybrid.” (Respondent 16, choices:
worship, Christian Formation)
“I know what you are trying to get at with this
question compared to the rst question, but I can’t
separate the two questions. Who I believe the
church is or, who we are, is what I most personally
identify with as well.” (Respondent 42, choices:
worship, congregational care, Christian Formation)
“Worship is essential to my everyday life and I depend on Sunday service to start my week. Congregational Care we need to care for our people who
need us especially at this time. Education is important to be able to know the word and be able to
express it.” (Respondent 49, choices: worship, congregational care, Christian Formation)
“Same answers I gave to the above Question. I do
feel that all of the choices are very important and
should receive equal attention as Time, Personnel,
and Resources are available” (Respondent 51,
choices: worship, congregational care, stewardship
of resources)
5. What is your age?
frequency
___0__ Under 18 years (0.00%)
___0__ 18-24 years (0.00%)
___2__ 25-34 years (3.13%)
___0__ 35-44 years (0.00%)
___7__ 45-54 years (10.94%)
__11__ 55-64 years (17.19%)
__20__ 65-74 years (31.25%)
__24__ 75+ years (37.50%)
ANSWERED: 64; SKIPPED: 1
ESTIMATED MEDIAN AGE= 70.5 years
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Data Summaries for the
Comprehensive Survey
The total number of surveys returned was 112. Of these, 97 (Respondents 1-97) were
submitted via SurveyMonkey and 15 (Respondents 98-112) on paper.
NOTE: These questions are no longer in their original order; for ease of navigation, they
have been rearranged to match the order in which they are discussed in the report. They
have also been grouped under the same headings and subheadings used to structure the
report.
Who are we, individually?
DEMOGRAPHICS
1. What is your age?
frequency
___0__ under 18 years (0.00%)
___0__ 18 – 24 years (0.00%)
___2__ 25 – 34 years (2.06%)
___4__ 35 – 44 years (4.12%)
___2__ 45 – 54 years (2.06%)
__18__ 55 – 64 years (18.56%)
__33__ 65 – 74 years (34.02%)
__38__ 75+ years (39.18%)
ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
ESTIMATED MEDIAN AGE= 71.3 years
2. What is your marital status?
frequency
__77__ married (74.76%)
___0__ separated (0.00%)
___4__ divorced (3.88%)
___2__ remarried (1.94%)
__14__ widowed (13.59%)
___5__ never married (4.85%)
___1__ cohabiting (0.97%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9

3. If you have children living in your household,
HOW MANY fall in each of these age groups?
total number
___2__ under 2 years
___4__ 2 – 5 years
___4__ elementary school
___6__ middle school
___2__ high school
___9__ post high school
ANSWERED: 15; SKIPPED: 97
4. Which of these descriptions BEST applies to
you?
frequency
__12__ employed full-time (11.65%)
___7__ employed part-time (6.80%)
___1__ seeking employment (0.97%)
___0__ unemployed, but not seeking employment
(0.00%)
__74__ retired (71.84%)
___9__ homemaker (8.74%)
___0__ student (0.00%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
Respondent 110: “but working part time at 2-3
jobs before Covid, not working now”
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5. What is the highest level of education you
have completed?

9. If you are a member, how long after rst attending FPCFB did you decide to join?

frequency
___0__ elementary school (0.00%)
___0__ junior high/middle school (0.00%)
__11__ high school (11.11%)
___7__ Associate degree (7.07%)
__38__ Bachelor’s degree (38.38%)
__34__ Master’s degree* (34.34%)
___9__ Doctoral degree (9.09%)

frequency
__16__ less than a month (15.09%)
__27__ 1 – 3 months (25.47%)
__20__ 3 – 6 months (18.87%)
__19__ 6 – 12 months (17.92%)
__24__ more than a year (22.64%)

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13

ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
ESTIMATED MEDIAN= 4.5 months of attendance
before deciding to join

6. How long does it generally take you to travel
from home to church?

Respondent 110: “Born into the church but could
not join until age appropriate”

frequency
__10__ less than 5 minutes (9.62%)
__32__ 5 – 10 minutes (30.77%)
__36__ 10 – 15 minutes (34.62%)
__25__ 15 – 30 minutes (24.04%)
___1__ more than 30 minutes (0.96%)

10. What originally attracted you to FPCFB? (Select as many factors as you like.)

ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
ESTIMATED MEDIAN= 11.4 minutes
CONGREGANTS’ PERSONAL HISTORY WITH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
7. How long have you been attending FPCFB?
frequency
___0__ less than a year (0.00%)
___4__ 1 – 2 years (3.60%)
__17__ 2 – 5 years (15.32%)
__22__ 5 – 10 years (19.82%)
__29__ 10 – 20 years (26.13%)
__29__ 20 – 30 years (26.13%)
__10__ more than 30 years (9.01%)
ANSWERED: 111; SKIPPED: 1
ESTIMATED MEDIAN ATTENDANCE= 14.5 years
8. Are you a member?
frequency
___2__ no (1.79%)
___1__ no, but I plan to join (0.89%)
__109 _ yes (97.32%)

frequency
__74__ Presbyterian denomination (66.07%)
__38__ the preaching (33.93%)
__58__ the pastor(s) (51.79%)
__15__ a member invited me (13.39%)
__18__ friends or family already attended (16.07%)
__57__ felt welcomed by the congregation (50.89%)
__39__ the music (34.82%)
__17__ Reformed theology* (15.18%)
__33__ beautiful sanctuary and campus (29.46%)
__34__ convenient location (30.36%)
__11__ adult Christian education opportunities**
(9.82%)
__14__ reputation in the community (12.50%)
__16__ programs for children (14.29%)
__13__ programs for youth (11.61%)
___8__ mission opportunities (7.14%)
__15__ inclusive congregation (13.39%)
__24__ opportunities for fellowship (21.43%)
__46__ well-established church (41.07%)
___1__ virtual worship services (0.89%)
ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
*Respondent 112: “hell no”
**Respondent 112: “women’s Bible Study main reason”

ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
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11. Of all the factors you identi ed in Question
10, which THREE factors MOST attracted you
to FPCFB originally?
frequency
__57__ Presbyterian denomination (50.89%)
__37__ the preaching (33.04%)
__45__ the pastor(s) (40.18%)
___5__ a member invited me (4.46%)
__14__ friends or family already attended (12.50%)
__43__ felt welcomed by the congregation (38.39%)
__25__ the music (22.32%)
__11__ Reformed theology (9.82%)
___7__ beautiful sanctuary and campus (6.25%)
__16__ convenient location (14.29%)
___3__ adult Christian education opportunities**
(2.68%)
___6__ reputation in the community (5.36%)
__11__ programs for children (9.82%)
___8__ programs for youth* (7.14%)
___5__ mission opportunities (4.46%)
___6__ inclusive congregation (5.36%)
___2__ opportunities for fellowship (1.79%)
__10__ well-established church (8.93%)
___0__ virtual worship services (0.00%)
ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
*Respondent 110: “but then many were changed
and ruined and we lost them, and the youth”
** Respondent 112: “Women’s Bible Study”
12. What KEEPS you at FPCFB? (Select as many
factors as you like.)
frequency
__62__ Presbyterian denomination (55.86%)
__34__ the preaching
(30.63%)
__28__ the pastor(s) (25.23%)
__45__ my friends or family attend* (40.54%)
__55__ the welcoming congregation (49.55%)
__41__ the music ministry (36.94%)
__20__ my participation in the music ministry
(18.02%)
__27__ Reformed theology (24.32%)
__32__ beautiful sanctuary and campus (28.83%)
__29__ convenient location (26.13%)
__16__ my participation in adult Christian Formation (14.41%)
__10__ reputation in the community (9.01%)
___9__ my children’s participation in Children’s or
Youth Ministries (8.11%)

___4__ my participation in Youth Ministries (3.60%)
__16__ my participation in Local or Global Outreach
initiatives (14.41%)
__28__ inclusive congregation (25.23%)
__24__ my participation in fellowship activities
(21.62%)
__31__ well-established church (27.93%)
__25__ virtual worship services (22.52%)
__56__ a sense of belonging and connectedness
(50.45%)
__46__ my spiritual needs are being met (41.44%)
__31__ my gifts and talents are being utilized and
nurtured (27.93%)
___8__ being a recipient of congregational care
(7.21%)
__12__ being a provider of congregational care
(10.81%)
___3__ being a recipient of pastoral care (2.70%)
__10__ my participation on the Session (9.01%)
ANSWERED: 111; SKIPPED: 1
*Respondent 112: “in Bible study”
13. Of all the factors you identi ed in Question
12, which THREE factors are MOST important
in keeping you at FPCFB?
frequency
__38__ Presbyterian denomination (34.55%)
__25__ the preaching (22.73%)
__21__ the pastor(s) (19.09%)
__21__ my friends or family attend (19.09%)
__28__ the welcoming congregation (25.45%)
__11__ the music ministry (10.00%)
__10__ my participation in the music ministry
(9.09%)
__10__ Reformed theology (9.09%)
___4__ beautiful sanctuary and campus (3.64%)
__11__ convenient location (10.00%)
___7__ my participation in adult Christian Formation (6.36%)
___3__ reputation in the community (2.73%)
___8__ my children’s participation in Children’s or
Youth ministries (7.27%)
___0__ my participation in Youth Ministries (0.00%)
___6__ my participation in Local or Global Outreach
initiatives (5.45%)
__13__ inclusive congregation (11.82%)
___3__ my participation in fellowship activities
(2.73%)
___5__ well-established church (4.55%)
___4__ virtual worship services (3.64%)
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__25__ a sense of belonging and connectedness
(22.73%)
__17__ my spiritual needs are being met (15.45%)
__11__ my gifts and talents are being utilized and
nurtured (10.00%)
___3__ being a recipient of congregational care
(2.73%)
___3__ being a provider of congregational care
(2.73%)
___2__ being a recipient of pastoral care (1.82%)
___2__ my participation on the Session (1.82%)

16. Think of your four closest friends. How many
of them attend FPCFB?

ANSWERED: 110; SKIPPED: 2

17. Which statement BEST describes the role of
Presbyterianism in your choice to attend
FPCFB?

14. How many individuals or families did you invite to visit or join the church during 2019?
frequency
__43__ none (42.16%)
__14__ one (13.73%)
__27__ two (26.47%)
__11__ three (10.78%)
___7__ four or more (6.86%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
Respondent 110: “I had one of them tell me they
did not hold political of ce, did not own a business
and were not rich so they could not go to my
church.”
Respondent 112: “When we had the book marks
w/ the picture of the Church on the front and the
books of the bible on the back, I used these to give
to new people in my neighborhood & people I met
in the community. Guess what—nobody cared that
one of the books named was misspelled. Used to
give to child so they could learn the books of the
bible.”
15. How many individuals or families have you
invited to attend our virtual services this year
[2020]?
frequency
__51__ none (50.00%)
__10__ one (9.80%)
__26__ two (25.49%)
___9__ three (8.82%)
___6__ four or more (5.88%)

frequency
__38__ none (36.89%)
__11__ one (10.68%)
__20__ two (19.42%)
__13__ three (12.62%)
__21__ four (20.39%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9

frequency
__17__ I purposely sought out a Presbyterian
church. I have studied what distinguishes Presbyterianism from other denominations, and it is important to me to be faithful to Presbyterian doctrine. (15.74%)
__42__ I purposely sought out a Presbyterian
church. I was raised as a Presbyterian or have a
family connection to Presbyterianism, so I wanted
continuity with what was familiar to me. (38.89%)
__49__ I value Presbyterianism but chose FPCFB
primarily for other reasons. (45.37%)
ANSWERED: 108; SKIPPED: 4
CONGREGANTS’ INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES
AS PRESBYTERIANS: BELIEFS
18. How would you describe your knowledge of
Presbyterian Reformed theology?
frequency
___8__ much less than average (7.14%)
__18__ somewhat less than average (16.07%)
__59__ average (52.68%)
__20__ somewhat more than average (17.86%)
___7__ much more than average (6.25%)
ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
AVERAGE= 3.00 (where 3= “average”)

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
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19. How would you describe your knowledge of
the Bible?
frequency
___5__ much less than average (4.46%)
__19__ somewhat less than average (16.96%)
__52__ average (46.43%)
__31__ somewhat more than average (27.68%)
___5__ much more than average (4.46%)

CONGREGANTS’ INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES
AS PRESBYTERIANS: PARTICIPATION IN
CHURCH LIFE
22. About how often did you attend Sunday worship services during 2019?
frequency
___5__ rarely or never (4.50%)
___2__ occasionally (1.80%)
___3__ once a month (2.70%)
__22__ two or three times a month (19.82%)
__79__ every week (71.17%)

ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
AVERAGE= 3.12 (where 3= “average” and 4=
“somewhat more than average”)
20. Which statement BEST describes your view of
the Bible?
frequency
___5__ I’m not sure whether the Bible is the Word of
God, but it offers many valuable moral precepts.
(4.50%)
___6__ The Bible is the Word of God, but its historical and cultural context limits its applicability in
today’s world. (5.41%)
__36__ The Bible is the Word of God, and its basic
teachings are reliable and valid, even if there is
some human error. (32.43%)
__57__ The Bible is the Word of God and serves as a
rule for faith and practice. (51.35%)
___7__ The Bible is the literal Word of God. (6.31%)
ANSWERED: 111; SKIPPED: 1
21. Which statement BEST describes your readiness to talk to others about your faith?
frequency
__20__ I do not need to talk about my faith; my life
and actions speak for themselves. (18.18%)
__10__ I believe that most people aren’t receptive,
so I don’t talk about my faith. (9.09%)
__75__ I am comfortable talking about my faith if an
opportunity presents itself. (68.18%)
___5__ I am very comfortable talking about my faith
and actively seek opportunities to do so. (4.55%)
ANSWERED: 110; SKIPPED: 2
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ANSWERED: 111; SKIPPED: 1
23. About how often are you attending our virtual
worship services on Facebook?
frequency
__15__ rarely or never (13.39%)
___7__ occasionally (6.25%)
___1__ once a month (0.89%)
__22__ two or three times a month (19.64%)
__67__ every week (59.82%)
ANSWERED: 112; SKIPPED: 0
Respondent 104: “no computer”
Respondent 110: “I don’t do facebook, I am not a
fan of computers”
24. I am a current or past Deacon at FPCFB.
frequency
__74__ no (71.15%)
__30__ yes (28.85%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
25. I am a current or past Elder at FPCFB.
frequency
__70__ no (66.04%)
__36__ yes (33.96%)
ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
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26. About how many hours per week do you currently devote to church activities?
frequency
__25__ less than an hour (24.75%)
__42__ 1 – 3 hours (41.58%)
__21__ 3 – 6 hours (20.79%)
___6__ 6 – 10 hours (5.94%)
___4__ 10 – 15 hours (3.96%)
___3__ more than 15 hours (2.97%)
ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
ESTIMATED MEDIAN ACTIVITY= 2.2 hours
27. In how many FPCFB organizations, boards,
committees, taskforces, or groups did you
hold membership in 2019?
frequency
__31__ none (28.97%)
__26__ one (24.30%)
__18__ two (16.82%)
__22__ three (20.56%)
__10__ four or more (9.35%)

30. If your active participation has DECREASED
over the last three years (NOT counting the
past ten months), what are the reasons for
that? (Select all that apply.)
frequency
___6__ lack of time/schedule con icts (17.14%)
__13__ gave up a former responsibility at the church
(37.14%)
___8__ declining health (22.86%)
___2__ weakened faith (5.71%)
___7__ increased family responsibilities (20.00%)
___2__ increased responsibilities at work (5.71%)
__12__ less positive attitude about the church*
(34.29%)
ANSWERED: 35; SKIPPED: 77
*Respondent 112: “I wrote a letter to the Committee Chair and Presb. of area—especially that gossip
that sent out that deplorable letter re: Pastor
Wayne.”

ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
28. In how many FPCFB organizations, boards,
committees, taskforces, or groups do you currently hold membership?
frequency
__32__ none (29.91%)
__37__ one (34.58%)
__14__ two (13.08%)
__14__ three (13.08%)
__10__ four or more (9.35%)
ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
29. NOT counting the past ten months, would you
say that your active participation in the life of
FPFCB has decreased, remained about the
same, or increased over the last THREE years?
frequency
__28__ decreased (26.17%)
__45__ remained about the same (42.06%)
__34__ increased (31.78%)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

31. If your active participation has INCREASED
over the last three years (NOT counting the
past ten months), what are the reasons for
that? (Select all that apply.)
frequency
__13__ more time available (30.23%)
__30__ accepted new responsibility at the church
(69.77%)
___1__ better health (2.33%)
___9__ stronger faith (20.93%)
___3__ fewer family responsibilities (6.98%)
___7__ fewer responsibilities at work (16.28%)
___4__ more positive attitude about the church
(9.30%)
ANSWERED: 43; SKIPPED: 69
32. Over the PAST TEN MONTHS, would you say
that your active participation in the life of
FPCFB has decreased, remained about the
same, or increased?
frequency
__46__ decreased (43.40%)
__45__ remained about the same (42.45%)
__15__ increased (14.15%)

ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
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33. If your active participation has DECREASED
over the past ten months, what are the reasons for that? (Select all that apply.)

35. By the end of December, approximately what
percentage of your household income will you
have contributed to FPCFB this year [2020]?

frequency
___7__ lack of time/schedule con icts (16.67%)
__15__ gave up a former responsibility at the church
(35.71%)
___5__ declining health (11.90%)
___2__ weakened faith (4.76%)
___7__ increased family responsibilities (16.67%)
___2__ increased responsibilities at work (4.76%)
__15__ less positive attitude about the church
(35.71%)
__15__ dislike virtual worship (35.71%)
__10__ dislike virtual format for group and committee meetings (23.81%)
___1__ do not have online access (2.38%)
___7__ limited technological skill (16.67%)
___1__ have found another church that better
meets my needs* (2.38%)

frequency
__15__ less than 1% (18.99%)
__10__ 1 – 2% (12.66%)
__14__ 3 – 4% (17.72%)
___8__ 5 – 7% (10.13%)
__20__ 8 – 10% (25.32%)
__12__ more than 10% (15.19%)

ANSWERED: 43; SKIPPED: 70
*Respondent 112: “TV church—David Jeremiah,
Joel Osteen + Dosters weekly newspaper articles
34. If your active participation has INCREASED
over the past ten months, what are the reasons for that? (Select all that apply.)
frequency
___6__ more time available (28.57%)
__16__ accepted new responsibility at the church
(76.19%)
___0__ better health (0.00%)
___2__ stronger faith (9.52%)
___1__ fewer family responsibilities (4.76%)
___0__ fewer responsibilities at work (0.00%)
___3__ more positive attitude about the church
(14.29%)
___6__ virtual services make it easier to attend worship (28.57%)
___9__ virtual meetings make it easier to participate
in groups and committees (42.86%)

ANSWERED: 79; SKIPPED: 33
ESTIMATED MEDIAN CONTRIBUTION= 4.7%
36. How do your nancial contributions for this
year [2020] compare to your contributions
last year?
frequency
__16__ My nancial contributions for 2020 will be
less than my contributions in 2019. (17.20%)
__42__ My nancial contributions for 2020 will be
about the same as in 2019. (45.16%)
__35__ My nancial contributions for 2020 will be
more than my contributions in 2019. (37.63%)
ANSWERED: 93; SKIPPED: 19
37. Indicate the extent to which you agree that
your contributions of time, talents, and treasure accurately re ect your long-term commitment to the ministry and mission of
FPCFB.
frequency
___4__ strongly disagree (4.30%)
___7__ somewhat disagree (7.53%)
__21__ not sure (22.58%)
__27__ somewhat agree (29.03%)
__34__ strongly agree (36.56%)
ANSWERED: 93; SKIPPED: 19
AVERAGE= 3.86 (where 3= “not sure” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)

ANSWERED: 21; SKIPPED: 91
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38. How important is it for you to be well-informed about EACH of the following?

Opportunities to serve the church

Church activities and operations (e.g., upcoming
programs and events, schedule changes)
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
__21__ somewhat important (21.43%)
__47__ very important (47.96%)
__30__ essential (30.61%)

frequency
___1__ unimportant (1.09%)
___7__ of little importance (7.61%)
__28__ somewhat important (30.43%)
__43__ very important (46.74%)
__13__ essential (14.13%)
ANSWERED: 92; SKIPPED: 20
AVERAGE= 3.65 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 4.09 (where 4= “very important”)

How to contribute nancially
frequency
___5__ unimportant (5.62%)
__12__ of little importance (13.48%)
__34__ somewhat important (38.20%)
__27__ very important (30.34%)
__11__ essential (12.36%)

Regathering plans
frequency
___3__ unimportant (3.06%)
___2__ of little importance (2.04%)
__17__ somewhat important (17.35%)
__41__ very important (41.84%)
__35__ essential (35.71%)

ANSWERED: 89; SKIPPED: 23
AVERAGE= 3.30 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 4.05 (where 4= “very important”)

Local and Global Outreach initiatives
frequency
___4__ unimportant (4.35%)
___4__ of little importance (4.35%)
__41__ somewhat important (44.57%)
__33__ very important (35.87%)
__10__ essential (10.87%)

Church activities in and for the community
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___5__ of little importance (5.21%)
__33__ somewhat important (34.38%)
__43__ very important (44.79%)
__15__ essential (15.63%)
ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16
AVERAGE= 3.71 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 92; SKIPPED: 20
AVERAGE= 3.45 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Children’s Ministry/Youth and Family Ministries
frequency
___9__ unimportant (10.98%)
__23__ of little importance (28.05%)
__21__ somewhat important (25.61%)
__14__ very important (17.07%)
__15__ essential (18.29%)

Opportunities to learn and grow in my faith
frequency
___1__ unimportant (1.04%)
___8__ of little importance (8.33%)
__26__ somewhat important (27.08%)
__45__ very important (46.88%)
__16__ essential (16.67%)
ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16
AVERAGE= 3.70 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 82; SKIPPED: 30
AVERAGE= 3.04 (where 3= “somewhat
important”)
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39. Indicate the extent to which you agree with
EACH of these statements.

frequency
___3__ unimportant (3.26%)
___7__ of little importance (7.61%)
__29__ somewhat important (31.52%)
__32__ very important (34.78%)
__21__ essential (22.83%)

During 2019, I was kept well-informed of church
news.

ANSWERED: 92; SKIPPED: 20
AVERAGE= 3.66 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Activities of the Diaconate
frequency
___4__ unimportant (4.44%)
__12__ of little importance (13.33%)
__33__ somewhat important (36.67%)
__27__ very important (30.00%)
__14__ essential (15.56%)
ANSWERED: 90; SKIPPED: 22
AVERAGE= 3.39 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
SUMMARY for Question 38: How important is it
for you to be well-informed about each of the following?
average rating
__4.09__ church activities and operations (e.g., upcoming programs and events, schedule changes)
(ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14)
__4.05__ regathering plans (ANSWERED: 98;
SKIPPED: 14)
__3.71__ church activities in and for the community
(ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16)
__3.70__ opportunities to learn and grow in my faith
(ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16)
__3.65__ opportunities to serve the church (ANSWERED: 92; SKIPPED: 20)
__3.30__ how to contribute nancially (ANSWERED: 89; SKIPPED: 23)
__3.45__ Local and Global Outreach initiatives
(ANSWERED: 92; SKIPPED: 20)
__3.04__ Children’s Ministry/Youth and Family Ministries (ANSWERED: 82; SKIPPED: 30)
__3.66__ activities of Session (ANSWERED: 92;
SKIPPED: 20)
__3.39__ activities of the Diaconate (ANSWERED:
90; SKIPPED: 22)

frequency
___3__ strongly disagree (2.94%)
___5__ somewhat disagree (4.90%)
___4__ no opinion (3.92%)
__57__ somewhat agree (55.88%)
__33__ strongly agree (32.35%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 4.10 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)
During 2019, I knew where and how to seek out
church news.
frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (1.01%)
___3__ somewhat disagree (3.03%)
___5__ no opinion (5.05%)
__50__ somewhat agree (50.51%)
__40__ strongly agree (40.40%)
ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 4.26 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)
Over the past ten months, I have been kept wellinformed of church news.
frequency
___6__ strongly disagree (5.94%)
__16__ somewhat disagree (15.84%)
___6__ no opinion (5.94%)
__52__ somewhat agree (51.49%)
__21__ strongly agree (20.79%)
ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.65 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)

SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 10
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Over the past ten months, I have known where and
how to seek out church news.
frequency
___3__ strongly disagree (3.00%)
__12__ somewhat disagree (12.00%)
___6__ no opinion (6.00%)
__54__ somewhat agree (54.00%)
__25__ strongly agree (25.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 3.86 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
If I have a concern or suggestion regarding the operation of the church, I am aware of the avenues by
which I can voice it.
frequency
___3__ strongly disagree (3.03%)
__15__ somewhat disagree (15.15%)
__10__ no opinion (10.10%)
__45__ somewhat agree (45.45%)
__26__ strongly agree (26.26%)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

__3.65__ Over the past ten months, I have been
kept well-informed of church news. (ANSWERED:
101; SKIPPED: 11)
__3.86__ Over the past ten months, I have known
where and how to seek out church news. (ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12)
__3.77__ If I have a concern or suggestion regarding
the operation of the church, I am aware of the avenues by which I can voice it. (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__3.74__ If I have a concern or suggestion regarding
the operation of the church, I feel comfortable expressing it to a church leader. (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 9
40. Pre-COVID, how often did you utilize EACH of
these sources of church news and information?
Signage/bulletin boards on campus

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.77 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
If I have a concern or suggestion regarding the operation of the church, I feel comfortable expressing
it to a church leader.
frequency
___7__ strongly disagree (7.07%)
__10__ somewhat disagree (10.10%)
__13__ no opinion (13.13%)
__41__ somewhat agree (41.41%)
__28__ strongly agree (28.28%)

frequency
__16__ never (17.02%)
__22__ rarely (23.40%)
__34__ sometimes (36.17%)
__12__ often (12.77%)
__10__ very often (10.64%)
ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18
AVERAGE= 2.77 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)
Church website

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.74 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
SUMMARY for Question 39: Indicate the extent to
which you agree with each of these statements.

frequency
__10__ never (10.20%)
__28__ rarely (28.57%)
__44__ sometimes (44.90%)
__12__ often (12.24%)
___4__ very often (4.08%)
ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 2.71 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)

average rating
__4.10__ During 2019, I was kept well-informed of
church news. (ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10)
__4.26__ During 2019, I knew where and how to
seek out church news. (ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED:
13)
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Facebook

Announcements during Sunday services or
Wednesday night dinners

frequency
__41__ never (41.84%)
__20__ rarely (20.41%)
__19__ sometimes (19.39%)
__15__ often (15.31%)
___3__ very often (3.06%)

frequency
___3__ never (3.03%)
___2__ rarely (2.02%)
__22__ sometimes (22.22%)
__30__ often (30.30%)
__42__ very often (42.42%)

ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 2.17 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 4.07 (where 4= “often”)

Mailed correspondence

Announcements section of the bulletin

frequency
___3__ never (2.97%)
___4__ rarely (3.96%)
__21__ sometimes (20.79%)
__40__ often (39.60%)
__33__ very often (32.67%)

frequency
___2__ never (1.98%)
___2__ rarely (1.98%)
__12__ sometimes (11.88%)
__40__ often (39.60%)
__45__ very often (44.55%)

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.95 (where 4= “often”)

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 4.23 (where 4= “often” and 5= “very
often”)

Of cial church emails
Flyer inserts in the bulletin
frequency
___6__ never (6.19%)
___3__ rarely (3.09%)
__14__ sometimes (14.43%)
__35__ often (36.08%)
__39__ very often (40.21%)

frequency
___2__ never (2.06%)
___8__ rarely (8.25%)
__20__ sometimes (20.62%)
__38__ often (39.18%)
__29__ very often (29.90%)

ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 4.01 (where 4= “often”)

ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 3.87 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)

Automated phone calls
frequency
__10__ never (10.42%)
__15__ rarely (15.63%)
__19__ sometimes (19.79%)
__26__ often (27.08%)
__26__ very often (27.08%)

Church calendar

ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16
AVERAGE= 3.45 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)

frequency
__11__ never (11.70%)
__15__ rarely (15.96%)
__35__ sometimes (37.23%)
__25__ often (26.60%)
___8__ very often (8.51%)
ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18
AVERAGE= 3.04 (where 3= “sometimes”)
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Other members/word of mouth

__3.28__ church leaders (ANSWERED: 90;
SKIPPED: 22)

frequency
___5__ never (5.15%)
__12__ rarely (12.37%)
__44__ sometimes (45.36%)
__26__ often (26.80%)
__10__ very often (10.31%)

SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 9
41. Over the PAST TEN MONTHS, how often have
you utilized EACH of these sources of church
news and information?

ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 3.25 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)
Church leaders
frequency
___8__ never (8.89%)
___9__ rarely (10.00%)
__30__ sometimes (33.33%)
__36__ often (40.00%)
___7__ very often (7.78%)

Church website
frequency
__13__ never (13.40%)
__19__ rarely (19.59%)
__30__ sometimes (30.93%)
__20__ often (20.62%)
__15__ very often (15.46%)
ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 3.05 (where 3= “sometimes”)

ANSWERED: 90; SKIPPED: 22
AVERAGE= 3.28 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)
SUMMARY for Question 40: Pre-COVID, how often did you utilize each of these sources of church
news and information?
average rating
__2.77__ signage/bulletin boards on campus (ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18)
__2.71__ church website (ANSWERED: 98;
SKIPPED: 14)
__2.17__ Facebook (ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14)
__3.95__ mailed correspondence (ANSWERED:
101; SKIPPED: 11)
__4.01__ of cial church emails (ANSWERED: 97;
SKIPPED: 15)
__3.45__ automated phone calls (ANSWERED: 96;
SKIPPED: 16)
__4.07__ announcements during Sunday services or
Wednesday night dinners (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__4.23__ announcements section of the bulletin
(ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11)
__3.87__ yer inserts in the bulletin (ANSWERED:
97; SKIPPED: 15)
__3.04__ church calendar (ANSWERED: 94;
SKIPPED: 18)
__3.25__ other members/word of mouth (ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15)

Facebook
frequency
__22__ never (22.45%)
__11__ rarely (11.22%)
__18__ sometimes (18.37%)
__25__ often (25.51%)
__22__ very often (22.45%)
ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 3.14 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)
Mailed correspondence
frequency
___2__ never (2.02%)
___4__ rarely (4.04%)
__23__ sometimes (23.23%)
__34__ often (34.34%)
__36__ very often (36.36%)
ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.99 (where 4= “often”)
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Of cial church emails

Church leaders

frequency
___4__ never (4.08%)
___2__ rarely (2.04%)
__16__ sometimes (16.33%)
__31__ often (31.63%)
__45__ very often (45.92%)

frequency
__11__ never (11.46%)
__16__ rarely (16.67%)
__36__ sometimes (37.50%)
__23__ often (23.96%)
__10__ very often (10.42%)

ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 4.13 (where 4= “often” and 5= “very
often”)

ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16
AVERAGE= 3.05 (where 3= “sometimes”)
Downloadable bulletin

Announcements during virtual worship

frequency
__33__ never (35.11%)
__23__ rarely (24.47%)
__24__ sometimes (25.53%)
___6__ often (6.38%)
___8__ very often (8.51%)

frequency
__10__ never (10.31%)
___6__ rarely (6.19%)
__26__ sometimes (26.80%)
__31__ often (31.96%)
__24__ very often (24.74%)
ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 3.55 (where 3= “sometimes” and 4=
“often”)
Church calendar
frequency
__21__ never (22.34%)
__23__ rarely (24.47%)
__28__ sometimes (29.79%)
__17__ often (18.09%)
___5__ very often (5.32%)
ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18
AVERAGE= 2.60 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)
Other members/word of mouth
frequency
___9__ never (9.38%)
__25__ rarely (26.04%)
__39__ sometimes (40.63%)
__15__ often (15.63%)
___8__ very often (8.33%)
ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16
AVERAGE= 2.88 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)

ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18
AVERAGE= 2.29 (where 2= “rarely” and 3= “sometimes”)
SUMMARY for Question 41: Over the PAST TEN
MONTHS, how often have you utilized each of
these sources of church news and information?
average rating
__3.05__ church website (ANSWERED: 97;
SKIPPED: 15)
__3.14__ Facebook (ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14)
__3.99__ mailed correspondence (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__4.13__ of cial church emails (ANSWERED: 98;
SKIPPED: 14)
__3.55__ announcements during virtual worship
(ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15)
__2.60__ church calendar (ANSWERED: 94;
SKIPPED: 18)
__2.88__ other members/word of mouth (ANSWERED: 96; SKIPPED: 16)
__3.05__ church leaders (ANSWERED: 96;
SKIPPED: 16)
__2.29__ downloadable bulletin (ANSWERED: 94;
SKIPPED: 18)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 10
Respondent 99: “No one called or contacted me
during 2020.”
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42. If there is urgent church news, what is the
MOST effective way to communicate it to
you?
frequency
__19__ phone call (18.27%)
__53__ email (50.96%)
__31__ automated text message (the church might
acquire this capability) (29.81%)
___1__ social media (0.96%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
Respondent 111: “What happened to robo calls to
membership?”
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Who are we, collectively?
THE CORE OF THE CONGREGATION’S
COLLECTIVE IDENTITY: WORSHIP

Sense of historical connection to past generations
of worshippers

43. Our introductory survey identi ed WORSHIP
as the core of our collective identity as a
church. For you personally, how important is
EACH of the listed elements in determining a
compelling WORSHIP SERVICE?

frequency
___8__ unimportant (8.00%)
__22__ of little importance (22.00%)
__42__ somewhat important (42.00%)
__26__ very important (26.00%)
___2__ essential (2.00%)

Passing of the peace

ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 2.92 (where 3= “somewhat
important”)

frequency
___5__ unimportant (5.05%)
__11__ of little importance (11.11%)
__43__ somewhat important (43.43%)
__33__ very important (33.33%)
___7__ essential (7.07%)

Strong theological roots

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.26 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Familiar order of worship

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___5__ of little importance (4.95%)
__19__ somewhat important (18.81%)
__40__ very important (39.60%)
__37__ essential (36.63%)
ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 4.08 (where 4= “very important”)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.92%)
___9__ of little importance (8.65%)
__42__ somewhat important (40.38%)
__43__ very important (41.35%)
___8__ essential (7.69%)

Physical presence of fellow worshippers

ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 3.44 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.90%)
__10__ of little importance (9.52%)
__28__ somewhat important (26.67%)
__45__ very important (42.86%)
__20__ essential (19.05%)
ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 3.68 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Sermon
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
___7__ somewhat important (6.48%)
__44__ very important (40.74%)
__57__ essential (52.78%)
ANSWERED: 108; SKIPPED: 4
AVERAGE= 4.46 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)

Respondent 110: “’When humans participate in
ceremony, they enter a sacred space. Everything
outside of that space shrivels in importance. Time
takes on a different dimension. Emotions ow
more freely. The bodies of the participants become
lled with the energy of life, and this energy reaches out and blesses the creation around them. All is
made new; everything becomes sacred.’ Sun Bear”
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Congregational singing

Being comforted

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___3__ of little importance (2.83%)
__25__ somewhat important (23.58%)
__43__ very important (40.57%)
__35__ essential (33.02%)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
__11__ of little importance (10.89%)
__39__ somewhat important (38.61%)
__33__ very important (32.67%)
__18__ essential (17.82%)

ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
AVERAGE= 4.04 (where 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.57 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Choir music
Being challenged
frequency
___4__ unimportant (3.74%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
__16__ somewhat important (14.95%)
__53__ very important (49.53%)
__34__ essential (31.78%)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
___5__ of little importance (4.85%)
__33__ somewhat important (32.04%)
__48__ very important (46.60%)
__15__ essential (14.56%)

ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
AVERAGE= 4.06 (where 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.67 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Children’s message

Learning something new

frequency
___3__ unimportant (2.91%)
___7__ of little importance (6.80%)
__28__ somewhat important (27.18%)
__43__ very important (41.75%)
__22__ essential (21.36%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.72 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Spiritual renewal for the upcoming week
frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.96%)
___4__ of little importance (3.85%)
__21__ somewhat important (20.19%)
__49__ very important (47.12%)
__29__ essential (27.88%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 3.96 (where 4= “very important”)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___2__ of little importance (1.94%)
__30__ somewhat important (29.13%)
__54__ very important (52.43%)
__17__ essential (16.50%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.83 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Formality, structure, ritual
frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
__14__ of little importance (13.59%)
__40__ somewhat important (38.83%)
__40__ very important (38.83%)
___7__ essential (6.80%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.35 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
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Corporate prayer

Being motivated toward Christian action

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___6__ of little importance (5.94%)
__32__ somewhat important (31.68%)
__44__ very important (43.56%)
__19__ essential (18.81%)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___2__ of little importance (1.94%)
__15__ somewhat important (14.56%)
__61__ very important (59.22%)
__25__ essential (24.27%)

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.75 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 4.06 (where 4= “very important”)

Confessing sin

Inclusive, non-sexist language
frequency
__15__ unimportant (15.00%)
__16__ of little importance (16.00%)
__25__ somewhat important (25.00%)
__26__ very important (26.00%)
__18__ essential (18.00%)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
__12__ of little importance (11.76%)
__23__ somewhat important (22.55%)
__45__ very important (44.12%)
__22__ essential (21.57%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 3.75 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Lay participation in leading worship

ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 3.16 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Feeling connected to fellow worshippers
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___1__ of little importance (0.95%)
__27__ somewhat important (25.71%)
__53__ very important (50.48%)
__24__ essential (22.86%)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.92%)
__13__ of little importance (12.50%)
__35__ somewhat important (33.65%)
__46__ very important (44.23%)
___8__ essential (7.70%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 3.43 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Af rming shared faith

ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 3.95 (where 4= “very important”)
Sense of reverence and awe
frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.98%)
___7__ of little importance (6.86%)
__34__ somewhat important (33.33%)
__37__ very important (36.27%)
__23__ essential (22.55%)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
___8__ of little importance (7.77%)
__24__ somewhat important (23.30%)
__42__ very important (40.78%)
__27__ essential (26.17%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.82 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 3.73 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
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SUMMARY for Question 43: For you personally,
how important is each of the listed elements in determining a compelling WORSHIP SERVICE?
average rating
__3.26__ passing of the peace (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__3.44__ familiar order of worship (ANSWERED:
104; SKIPPED: 8)
__4.46__ sermon (ANSWERED: 108; SKIPPED: 4)
__2.92__ sense of historical connection to past generations of worshippers (ANSWERED: 100;
SKIPPED: 12)
__4.08__ strong theological roots (ANSWERED:
101; SKIPPED: 11)
__3.68__ physical presence of fellow worshippers*
(ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7)
__4.04__ congregational singing (ANSWERED: 106;
SKIPPED: 6)
__4.06__ choir music (ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED:
5)
__3.72__ children’s message (ANSWERED: 103;
SKIPPED: 9)
__3.96__ spiritual renewal for the upcoming week
(ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.57__ being comforted (ANSWERED: 101;
SKIPPED: 11)
__3.67__ being challenged (ANSWERED: 103;
SKIPPED: 9)
__3.83__ learning something new (ANSWERED:
103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.35__ formality, structure, ritual (ANSWERED:
103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.75__ corporate prayer (ANSWERED: 101;
SKIPPED: 11)
__3.75__ confessing sin (ANSWERED: 102;
SKIPPED: 10)
__3.43__ lay participation in leading worship (ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.82__ af rming shared faith (ANSWERED: 103;
SKIPPED: 9)
__4.06__ being motivated toward Christian action
(ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.16__ inclusive, non-sexist language (ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12)
__3.95__ feeling connected to fellow worshippers
(ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7)
__3.73__ sense of reverence and awe (ANSWERED:
102; SKIPPED: 10)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

44. How important is EACH of the listed elements
in determining a compelling SERMON?
Is theologically grounded
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___1__ of little importance (0.96%)
__13__ somewhat important (12.50%)
__39__ very important (37.50%)
__51__ essential (49.04%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 4.35 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)
Includes literary or scholarly illustrations
frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
__10__ of little importance (9.71%)
__31__ somewhat important (30.10%)
__53__ very important (51.46%)
___7__ essential (6.80%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.51 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Addresses important issues in the local or global
community
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___9__ of little importance (8.65%)
__44__ somewhat important (42.31%)
__38__ very important (36.54%)
__13__ essential (12.50%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 3.53 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 4
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Presents multiples sides of an issue

Is emotionally moving

frequency
___3__ unimportant (2.91%)
___8__ of little importance (7.77%)
__44__ somewhat important (42.72%)
__39__ very important (37.86%)
___9__ essential (8.74%)

frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.96%)
___6__ of little importance (5.77%)
__43__ somewhat important (41.35%)
__44__ very important (42.31%)
__10__ essential (9.62%)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.42 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 3.54 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Includes pastor’s personal experiences

Is intellectually challenging

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
__15__ of little importance (14.56%)
__47__ somewhat important (45.63%)
__37__ very important (35.92%)
___2__ essential (1.94%)

frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
___1__ of little importance (0.97%)
__32__ somewhat important (31.06%)
__53__ very important (51.46%)
__15__ essential (14.56%)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.21 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.76 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Re ects pastor’s spiritual conviction

Motivates Christian action

frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.97%)
___5__ of little importance (4.85%)
__24__ somewhat important (23.30%)
__52__ very important (50.49%)
__21__ essential (20.39%)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___1__ of little importance (0.97%)
__24__ somewhat important (23.30%)
__53__ very important (51.46%)
__25__ essential (24.27%)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.84 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.99 (where 4= “very important”)

Is spiritually inspirational

Is interesting and engaging
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
___7__ somewhat important (6.60%)
__56__ very important (52.83%)
__43__ essential (40.57%)

frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.94%)
___2__ of little importance (1.89%)
__13__ somewhat important (12.26%)
__45__ very important (42.25%)
__45__ essential (42.25%)
ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
AVERAGE= 4.24 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)

ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
AVERAGE= 4.34 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)
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Has strong grounding in scripture

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

SUMMARY for Question 44: How important is
each of the listed elements in determining a compelling SERMON?

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___1__ of little importance (0.96%)
__16__ somewhat important (15.38%)
__40__ very important (38.46%)
__47__ essential (45.19%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8
AVERAGE= 4.28 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)
Relates to contemporary, everyday life
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___3__ of little importance (2.86%)
__22__ somewhat important (20.95%)
__56__ very important (53.33%)
__24__ essential (22.86%)
ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 3.96 (where 4= “very important”)
Offers guidance for living
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___3__ of little importance (2.86%)
__14__ somewhat important (13.33%)
__58__ very important (55.24%)
__30__ essential (28.57%)
ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 4.10 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)

average rating
__4.35__ is theologically grounded (ANSWERED:
104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.51__ includes literary or scholarly illustrations
(ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.53__ addresses important issues in the local or
global community (ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.42__ presents multiple sides of an issue (ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.21__ includes pastor’s personal experiences
(ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.84__ re ects pastor’s spiritual conviction (ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__4.24__ is spiritually inspirational (ANSWERED:
106; SKIPPED: 6)
__3.54__ is emotionally moving (ANSWERED: 104;
SKIPPED: 8)
__3.76__ is intellectually challenging (ANSWERED:
103; SKIPPED: 9)
__3.99__ motivates Christian action (ANSWERED:
103; SKIPPED: 9)
__4.34__ is interesting and engaging (ANSWERED:
106; SKIPPED: 6)
__4.28__ has strong grounding in scripture (ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.96__ relates to contemporary, everyday life
(ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7)
__4.10__ offers guidance for living (ANSWERED:
105; SKIPPED: 7)
__3.66__ is comforting and reassuring (ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 5

Is comforting and reassuring
frequency
___2__ unimportant (1.94%)
___6__ of little importance (5.83%)
__36__ somewhat important (34.95%)
__40__ very important (38.83%)
__19__ essential (18.45%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 3.66 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
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45. Indicate the degree to which you agree with
EACH of these statements.

47. Select up to THREE types of hymns that MOST
enhance worship for you.

In the context of worship, music is a form of prayer,
with or without words.

frequency
__90__ traditional (83.33%)
__18__ contemporary (16.67%)
___4__ from other cultures (3.70%)
___4__ new (3.70%)
__51__ familiar (47.22%)
__33__ spirituals (30.56%)
__26__ easy to sing (24.07%)
__75__ joyful and uplifting (69.44%)
__25__ calming and contemplative (23.15%)
___0__ none of the above; prefer no congregational
singing (0.00%)

frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (0.93%)
___5__ somewhat disagree (4.67%)
___7__ no opinion (6.54%)
__36__ somewhat agree (33.64%)
__58__ strongly agree (54.21%)
ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
AVERAGE= 4.36 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)
Professing our shared faith musically, in unison or
in harmony, provides witness to the way God wants
us to live.
frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (0.94%)
___5__ somewhat disagree (4.72%)
__10__ no opinion (9.43%)
__41__ somewhat agree (38.68%)
__49__ strongly agree (46.23%)
ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
AVERAGE= 4.25 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 4
46. In worship, music is intended to enhance worshippers’ experience of the grace of God; it
should not be viewed as performance art.
Which TWO of these MOST enhance worship
for you?
frequency
__76__ congregational singing (71.03%)
__81__ anthems sung by the Chancel Choir or Sunrise Singers (75.70%)
__34__ vocal solos or pieces sung by small ensembles (31.78%)
__35__ instrumental music (32.71%)
___1__ none of the above; music detracts from worship (0.93%)

ANSWERED: 108; SKIPPED: 4
Respondent 60: “Music must support the worship
experience. Sometimes that is happy, sometimes
contemplative, sometimes a lament. Contemporary v. traditional is unimportant to supporting the
context and content of the service.”
Respondent 110: “I know someone who prefers not
to attend service because ALL Presbyterian music
sounds like a dirge. It is NOT the choir director, it is
NOT the choir, it is the Presbyterian music itself.”
48. If you PARTICIPATE in the FPCFB music ministry (as a Chancel Choir member, Sunrise
Singer, instrumentalist, or Presbybell), indicate the degree to which you agree with these
EACH of these statements.
My participation fully utilizes my musical gifts.
frequency
___2__ strongly disagree (5.41%)
___2__ somewhat disagree (5.41%)
__14__ no opinion (37.84%)
__10__ somewhat agree (27.03%)
___9__ strongly agree (24.32%)
ANSWERED: 37; SKIPPED: 75
AVERAGE= 3.59 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)

ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
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My participation really nurtures and develops my
musical gifts.
frequency
___0__ strongly disagree (0.00%)
___2__ somewhat disagree (5.41%)
__13__ no opinion (35.14%)
__11__ somewhat agree (29.73%)
__11__ strongly agree (29.73%)

50. How important is it that musical selections
re ect and reinforce the scripture and message for a particular service?
frequency
___4__ unimportant (3.70%)
__12__ of little importance (11.11%)
__41__ somewhat important (37.97%)
__34__ very important (31.48%)
__17__ essential (15.74%)

ANSWERED: 37; SKIPPED: 75
AVERAGE= 3.84 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
My faith has deepened as a result of my participation.
frequency
___0__ strongly disagree (0.00%)
___2__ somewhat disagree (5.26%)
__18__ no opinion (47.37%)
___7__ somewhat agree (18.42%)
__11__ strongly agree (28.95%)
ANSWERED: 38; SKIPPED: 74
AVERAGE= 3.71 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 72
49. If you have NOT participated in our music
ministry, why not? (Select all that apply.)
frequency
___5__ haven’t been invited (6.49%)
__19__ insuf cient time/schedule con icts (24.68%)
__56__ not musically talented (72.73%)
__18__ not interested (23.38%)
__15__ can’t read music (19.48%)
___1__ competing musical opportunities elsewhere
(1.30%)
ANSWERED: 77; SKIPPED: 35
Respondent 110: “asthma destroyed my singing
voice”
Respondent 112: “participate in congregational
music which to me is part of ministry”

ANSWERED: 108; SKIPPED: 4
AVERAGE= 3.44 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
ADDITIONAL DEFINING ELEMENTS OF THE
CONGREGATION’S COLLECTIVE IDENTITY:
MISSION (OUTREACH) AND
CONGREGATIONAL CARE
51. The introductory survey identi ed MISSION
as the second de ning element of our collective identity. FPCFB embraces outreach at
both the Local and Global levels. How many of
our LOCAL mission partners can you name?
frequency
___7__ none (6.54%)
___7__ one (6.54%)
__20__ two (18.69%)
__37__ three (34.58%)
__36__ four (33.64%)
ANSWERED: 107; SKIPPED: 5
52. How many of our GLOBAL mission partners
can you name?
frequency
__10__ none (9.43%)
__22__ one (20.75%)
__45__ two (42.45%)
__21__ three (19.81%)
___8__ four (7.55%)
ANSWERED: 106; SKIPPED: 6
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53. Indicate the degree to which you agree with
EACH of these statements regarding FPCFB
outreach initiatives.
We should extend our outreach efforts to a greater
number of mission partners.
frequency
___9__ strongly disagree (8.82%)
__32__ somewhat disagree (31.37%)
__32__ no opinion (31.37%)
__23__ somewhat agree (22.55%)
___6__ strongly agree (5.88%)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

It is important to support our mission partners nancially.
frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (0.97%)
___5__ somewhat disagree (4.85%)
___8__ no opinion (7.77%)
__51__ somewhat agree (49.51%)
__38__ strongly agree (36.89%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 4.17 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 2.85 (where 2= “somewhat disagree”
and 3= “no opinion”)
We should focus more on Local Outreach than on
Global Outreach.
frequency
___4__ strongly disagree (3.81%)
__14__ somewhat disagree (13.33%)
___8__ no opinion (7.62%)
__47__ somewhat agree (44.76%)
__32__ strongly agree (30.48%)

The goal of mission is to empower people to help
themselves.
frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (0.97%)
___4__ somewhat disagree (3.88%)
__10__ no opinion (9.71%)
__47__ somewhat agree (45.63%)
__41__ strongly agree (39.81%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 4.19 (where 4= “somewhat agree” and
5= “strongly agree”)

ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 3.85 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)

We should develop a new Local Outreach initiative
that would be unique to FPCFB and would not
overlap existing programs in the community.

We should limit the number of mission partners,
but increase the amount of support we provide to
each one.

frequency
__11__ strongly disagree (10.89%)
__18__ somewhat disagree (17.82%)
__34__ no opinion (33.66%)
__25__ somewhat agree (24.75%)
__13__ strongly agree (12.87%)
ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.12 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 5

frequency
___1__ strongly disagree (0.98%)
__13__ somewhat disagree (12.75%)
__30__ no opinion (29.41%)
__42__ somewhat agree (41.18%)
__16__ strongly agree (15.69%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 3.58 (where 3= “no opinion” and 4=
“somewhat agree”)
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54. Indicate the extent to which you agree that
FPCFB’s approach to social issues should become more “activist”, taking stands on social
issues as a congregation.

AVERAGE= 2.45 (where 2= “slightly likely” and 3=
“somewhat likely”)

frequency
__36__ strongly disagree (34.29%)
__28__ somewhat disagree (26.67%)
__15__ no opinion (14.29%)
__20__ somewhat agree (19.05%)
___6__ strongly agree (5.71%)

frequency
___2__ not at all likely (1.90%)
___8__ slightly likely (7.62%)
__18__ somewhat likely (17.14%)
__45__ very likely (42.86%)
__32__ extremely likely (30.48%)

ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 2.35 (where 2= “somewhat disagree”
and 3= “no opinion”)

ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
AVERAGE= 3.92 (where 4= “very likely”)

Respondent 112: “depends—will it turn into Left vs
Right?”
55. The introductory survey also revealed that, in
addition to reaching out to serve God’s people
beyond our doors, acting as loving caregivers
for each other is a critical element of our collective identity. How should we prioritize
these two types of service to others?
frequency
__20__ We should focus more of our resources on
serving the needs of our own congregation.
(19.05%)
___2__ We should focus more of our resources on
serving the needs of the Local and Global community. (1.90%)
__83__ Serving the needs of our congregation and
serving the needs of others beyond our doors are
equally important. (79.05%)
ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7
56. If you were in spiritual or emotional crisis,
what would you do? Rate the likelihood of
EACH of these options.
Keep it between me and God.
frequency
__15__ not at all likely (14.42%)
__13__ slightly likely (12.50%)
__38__ somewhat likely (36.54%)
__25__ very likely (24.04%)
__13__ extremely likely (12.50%)
ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8

Talk with my family or close friends.

Seek pastoral care/counseling.
frequency
__16__ not at all likely (15.53%)
__25__ slightly likely (24.27%)
__39__ somewhat likely (37.86%)
__19__ very likely (18.45%)
___4__ extremely likely (3.88%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 2.71 (where 2= “slightly likely” and 3=
“somewhat likely”)
Contact a Deacon.
frequency
__49__ not at all likely (49.00%)
__32__ slightly likely (32.00%)
__15__ somewhat likely (15.00%)
___3__ very likely (3.00%)
___1__ extremely likely (1.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 1.75 (where 1= “not at all likely” and
2= “slightly likely”)
Contact an Elder.
frequency
__60__ not at all likely (60.00%)
__28__ slightly likely (28.00%)
__10__ somewhat likely (10.00%)
___1__ very likely (1.00%)
___1__ extremely likely (1.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 1.55 (where 1= “not at all likely” and
2= “slightly likely”)
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Contact Church Of ce staff.

Seek mental health treatment outside the church.

frequency
__59__ not at all likely (59.00%)
__28__ slightly likely (28.00%)
___4__ somewhat likely (4.00%)
___8__ very likely (8.00%)
___1__ extremely likely (1.00%)

frequency
__23__ not at all likely (23.23%)
__25__ slightly likely (25.25%)
__22__ somewhat likely (22.22%)
__23__ very likely (23.23%)
___6__ extremely likely (6.06%)

ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 1.64 (where 1= “not at all likely” and
2= “slightly likely”)

ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 2.64 (where 2= “slightly likely” and 3=
“somewhat likely”)

Request a Stephen Minister.

SUMMARY for Question 56: If you were in spiritual or emotional crisis, what would you do?

frequency
__47__ not at all likely (46.08%)
__26__ slightly likely (25.49%)
__16__ somewhat likely (15.69%)
__10__ very likely (9.80%)
___3__ extremely likely (2.94%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 1.98 (where 2= “slightly likely”)
Wait for someone at the church to reach out to me.
frequency
__54__ not at all likely (55.67%)
__17__ slightly likely (17.53%)
__13__ somewhat likely (13.40%)
___9__ very likely (9.28%)
___4__ extremely likely (4.12%)
ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 1.89 (where 1= “not at all likely” and
2= “slightly likely”)

average rating
__2.45__ Keep it between me and God. (ANSWERED: 104; SKIPPED: 8)
__3.92__ Talk with my family or close friends. (ANSWERED: 105; SKIPPED: 7)
__2.71__ Seek pastoral care/counseling. (ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9)
__1.75__ Contact a Deacon. (ANSWERED: 100;
SKIPPED: 12)
__1.55__ Contact an Elder. (ANSWERED: 100;
SKIPPED: 12)
__1.64__ Contact Church Of ce staff. (ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12)
__1.98__ Request a Stephen Minister. (ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10)
__1.89__ Wait for someone at the church to reach
out to me. (ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15)
__2.64__ Seek mental health treatment outside the
church. (ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 6
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What do we do best?
57. Rate the effectiveness of EACH of these PRECOVID-19 ministries at meeting the needs of
our church and community over the past
THREE years. Rate ONLY those ministries
about which you have suf cient knowledge to
support an informed assessment.
Sunday worship services
frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___1__ slightly effective (0.98%)
__15__ somewhat effective (14.71%)
__58__ very effective (56.86%)
__28__ extremely effective (27.45%)

Youth and Family Ministries
frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___2__ slightly effective (4.00%)
___9__ somewhat effective (18.00%)
__24__ very effective (48.00%)
__15__ extremely effective (30.00%)
ANSWERED: 50; SKIPPED: 62
AVERAGE= 4.04 (where 4= “very effective”)
Music ministry

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 4.11 (where 4= “very effective” and 5=
“extremely effective”)
Adult Christian Formation

frequency
___1__ not at all effective (1.23%)
___0__ slightly effective (0.00%)
__12__ somewhat effective (14.81%)
__48__ very effective (59.26%)
__20__ extremely effective (24.69%)
ANSWERED: 81; SKIPPED: 31
AVERAGE= 4.06 (where 4= “very effective”)

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___6__ slightly effective (10.34%)
__26__ somewhat effective (44.83%)
__21__ very effective (36.21%)
___5__ extremely effective (8.62%)

Vacation Bible School

ANSWERED: 58; SKIPPED: 54
AVERAGE= 3.43 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Children’s Ministry

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___2__ slightly effective (3.77%)
___9__ somewhat effective (16.98%)
__21__ very effective (39.62%)
__21__ extremely effective (39.62%)
ANSWERED: 53; SKIPPED: 59
AVERAGE= 4.15 (where 4= “very effective” and 5=
“extremely effective”)

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___1__ slightly effective (1.85%)
__14__ somewhat effective (25.93%)
__27__ very effective (50.00%)
__12__ extremely effective (22.22%)

First Café

ANSWERED: 54; SKIPPED: 58
AVERAGE= 3.93 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

frequency
___2__ not at all effective (2.70%)
__14__ slightly effective (18.92%)
__28__ somewhat effective (37.84%)
__26__ very effective (35.14%)
___4__ extremely effective (5.41%)
ANSWERED: 74; SKIPPED: 38
AVERAGE= 3.22 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
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Stewardship campaign

Spinnakers Men’s Ministry

frequency
___1__ not at all effective (1.45%)
___5__ slightly effective (7.25%)
__25__ somewhat effective (36.23%)
__33__ very effective (47.83%)
___5__ extremely effective (7.25%)

frequency
___9__ not at all effective (30.00%)
__10__ slightly effective (33.33%)
___7__ somewhat effective (23.33%)
___4__ very effective (13.33%)
___0__ extremely effective (0.00%)

ANSWERED: 69; SKIPPED: 43
AVERAGE= 3.52 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 30; SKIPPED: 82
AVERAGE= 2.20 (where 2= “slightly effective” and
3= “somewhat effective”)

Global Outreach

Coffee Hours

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___9__ slightly effective (14.52%)
__23__ somewhat effective (37.10%)
__28__ very effective (45.16%)
___2__ extremely effective (3.23%)

frequency
___4__ not at all effective (5.56%)
___7__ slightly effective (9.72%)
__23__ somewhat effective (31.94%)
__26__ very effective (36.11%)
__12__ extremely effective (16.67%)
ANSWERED: 72; SKIPPED: 40
AVERAGE= 3.49 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 62; SKIPPED: 50
AVERAGE= 3.37 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Local Outreach

Youth Sunday
frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___6__ slightly effective (10.53%)
__12__ somewhat effective (21.05%)
__24__ very effective (42.11%)
__15__ extremely effective (26.32%)

frequency
___2__ not at all effective (2.82%)
___6__ slightly effective (8.45%)
__14__ somewhat effective (19.72%)
__44__ very effective (61.97%)
___5__ extremely effective (7.04%)
ANSWERED: 71; SKIPPED: 41
AVERAGE= 3.62 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Presbyterian Women

ANSWERED: 57; SKIPPED: 55
AVERAGE= 3.84 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Camp Montgomery retreat
frequency
___2__ not at all effective (6.25%)
___8__ slightly effective (25.00%)
___5__ somewhat effective (15.63%)
__12__ very effective (37.50%)
___5__ extremely effective (15.63%)

frequency
___1__ not at all effective (2.00%)
___5__ slightly effective (10.00%)
___9__ somewhat effective (18.00%)
__22__ very effective (44.00%)
__13__ extremely effective (26.00%)
ANSWERED: 50; SKIPPED: 62
AVERAGE= 3.82 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 32; SKIPPED: 80
AVERAGE= 3.31 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
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Deacons

Community Lenten services

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___4__ slightly effective (6.78%)
__15__ somewhat effective (25.42%)
__24__ very effective (40.68%)
__16__ extremely effective (27.12%)

frequency
___3__ not at all effective (5.36%)
___4__ slightly effective (7.14%)
__19__ somewhat effective (33.93%)
__23__ very effective (41.07%)
___7__ extremely effective (12.50%)
ANSWERED: 56; SKIPPED: 56
AVERAGE= 3.48 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 59; SKIPPED: 53
AVERAGE= 3.88 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Stephen Ministry

Blue Christmas service
frequency
___4__ not at all effective (13.33%)
___6__ slightly effective (20.00%)
___9__ somewhat effective (30.00%)
___8__ very effective (26.67%)
___3__ extremely effective (10.00%)

frequency
___0__ not at all effective (0.00%)
___7__ slightly effective (15.91%)
__10__ somewhat effective (22.73%)
__18__ very effective (40.91%)
___9__ extremely effective (20.45%)
ANSWERED: 44; SKIPPED: 68
AVERAGE= 3.66 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 30; SKIPPED: 82
AVERAGE= 3.00 (where 3= “somewhat effective”)

Pastoral care
frequency
___4__ not at all effective (7.41%)
__11__ slightly effective (20.37%)
__11__ somewhat effective (20.37%)
__19__ very effective (35.19%)
___9__ extremely effective (16.67%)
ANSWERED: 54; SKIPPED: 58
AVERAGE= 3.33 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Inquirers’ classes
frequency
___2__ not at all effective (6.45%)
__10__ slightly effective (32.26%)
__11__ somewhat effective (35.48%)
___6__ very effective (19.35%)
___2__ extremely effective (6.45%)
ANSWERED: 31; SKIPPED: 81
AVERAGE= 2.87 (where 2= “slightly effective” and
3= “somewhat effective”)
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SUMMARY for Question 57: Rate the effectiveness of each of these PRE-COVID-19 ministries at
meeting the needs of our church and community
over the past THREE years.
average rating
__4.11__ Sunday worship services (ANSWERED:
102; SKIPPED: 10)
__3.43__ Adult Christian Formation (ANSWERED:
58; SKIPPED: 54)
__3.93__ Children’s Ministry (ANSWERED: 54;
SKIPPED: 58)
__4.04__ Youth and Family Ministries (ANSWERED:
50; SKIPPED: 62)
__4.06__ Music ministry (ANSWERED: 81;
SKIPPED: 31)
__4.15__ Vacation Bible School (ANSWERED: 53;
SKIPPED: 59)
__3.22__ First Café (ANSWERED: 74; SKIPPED: 38)
__3.52__ Stewardship campaign (ANSWERED: 69;
SKIPPED: 43)
__3.37__ Global Outreach (ANSWERED: 62;
SKIPPED: 50)
__3.62__ Local Outreach (ANSWERED: 71;
SKIPPED: 41)
__3.82__ Presbyterian Women (ANSWERED: 50;
SKIPPED: 62)
__2.20__ Spinnakers Men’s Ministry (ANSWERED:
30; SKIPPED: 82)
__3.49__ Coffee hours (ANSWERED: 72; SKIPPED:
40)
__3.84__ Youth Sunday (ANSWERED: 57;
SKIPPED: 55)
__3.31__ Camp Montgomery retreat (ANSWERED:
32; SKIPPED: 80)
__3.88__ Deacons (ANSWERED: 59; SKIPPED: 53)
__3.66__ Stephen Ministry (ANSWERED: 44;
SKIPPED: 68)
__3.33__ pastoral care (ANSWERED: 54; SKIPPED:
58)
__2.87__ Inquirers’ classes (ANSWERED: 31;
SKIPPED: 81)
__3.48__ community Lenten services (ANSWERED:
56; SKIPPED: 56)
__3.00__ Blue Christmas service (ANSWERED: 30;
SKIPPED: 82)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

58. Rate the effectiveness of EACH of these ministries at meeting the needs of our church and
community during the PAST TEN MONTHS.
Rate ONLY those ministries about which you
have suf cient knowledge to support an informed assessment.
Virtual worship services
frequency
___4__ not at all effective (4.00%)
___4__ slightly effective (4.00%)
__24__ somewhat effective (24.00%)
__42__ very effective (42.00%)
__26__ extremely effective (26.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 3.82 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
Adult Christian Formation
frequency
___5__ not at all effective (12.50%)
__10__ slightly effective (25.00%)
___9__ somewhat effective (22.50%)
__12__ very effective (30.00%)
___4__ extremely effective (10.00%)
ANSWERED: 40; SKIPPED: 72
AVERAGE= 3.00 (where 3= “somewhat effective”)
Children’s Ministry
frequency
___2__ not at all effective (9.52%)
___7__ slightly effective (33.33%)
___4__ somewhat effective (19.05%)
___7__ very effective (33.33%)
___1__ extremely effective (4.76%)
ANSWERED: 21; SKIPPED: 91
AVERAGE= 2.90 (where 2= “slightly effective” and
3= “somewhat effective”)

SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 6
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Youth and Family Ministries

Global Outreach

frequency
___2__ not at all effective (10.53%)
___9__ slightly effective (47.37%)
___2__ somewhat effective (10.53%)
___4__ very effective (21.05%)
___2__ extremely effective (10.53%)

frequency
___4__ not at all effective (12.50%)
___7__ slightly effective (21.88%)
___9__ somewhat effective (28.13%)
__11__ very effective (34.38%)
___1__ extremely effective (3.13%)

ANSWERED: 19; SKIPPED: 93
AVERAGE= 2.74 (where 2= “slightly effective” and
3= “somewhat effective”)

ANSWERED: 32; SKIPPED: 80
AVERAGE= 2.94 (where 3= “somewhat effective”)

Virtual choir

Local Outreach
frequency
___3__ not at all effective (6.82%)
___6__ slightly effective (13.64%)
__11__ somewhat effective (25.00%)
__20__ very effective (45.45%)
___4__ extremely effective (9.09%)

frequency
___3__ not at all effective (3.70%)
___4__ slightly effective (4.94%)
__11__ somewhat effective (13.58%)
__38__ very effective (46.91%)
__25__ extremely effective (30.86%)
ANSWERED: 81; SKIPPED: 31
AVERAGE= 3.96 (where 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 44; SKIPPED: 68
AVERAGE= 3.36 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

Vacation Bible School

Presbyterian Women

frequency
___3__ not at all effective (10.71%)
___5__ slightly effective (17.86%)
___6__ somewhat effective (21.43%)
___7__ very effective (25.00%)
___7__ extremely effective (25.00%)

frequency
___3__ not at all effective (7.89%)
___5__ slightly effective (13.16%)
___9__ somewhat effective (23.68%)
__14__ very effective (36.84%)
___7__ extremely effective (18.42%)

ANSWERED: 28; SKIPPED: 84
AVERAGE= 3.36 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

ANSWERED: 38; SKIPPED: 74
AVERAGE= 3.45 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)

Stewardship campaign

Stephen Ministry

frequency
___5__ not at all effective (9.62%)
__13__ slightly effective (25.00%)
__19__ somewhat effective (36.54%)
__13__ very effective (25.00%)
___2__ extremely effective (3.85%)

frequency
___4__ not at all effective (20.00%)
___4__ slightly effective (20.00%)
___5__ somewhat effective (25.00%)
___3__ very effective (15.00%)
___4__ extremely effective (20.00%)

ANSWERED: 52; SKIPPED: 60
AVERAGE= 2.88 (where 2= “slightly effective” and
3= “somewhat effective”)

ANSWERED: 20; SKIPPED: 92
AVERAGE= 2.95 (where 3= “somewhat effective”)
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Deacons
frequency
___1__ not at all effective (2.27%)
___4__ slightly effective (9.09%)
__12__ somewhat effective (27.27%)
__17__ very effective (38.64%)
__10__ extremely effective (22.73%)
ANSWERED: 44; SKIPPED: 68
AVERAGE= 3.70 (where 3= “somewhat effective”
and 4= “very effective”)
SUMMARY for Question 58: Rate the effectiveness of each of these ministries at meeting the
needs of our church and community during the
PAST TEN MONTHS.
average rating
__3.82__ Virtual worship services (ANSWERED:
100; SKIPPED: 12)
__3.00__ Adult Christian Formation (ANSWERED:
40; SKIPPED: 72)
__2.90__ Children’s Ministry (ANSWERED: 21;
SKIPPED: 91)
__2.74__ Youth and Family Ministries (ANSWERED:
19; SKIPPED: 93)
__3.96__ Virtual choir (ANSWERED: 81; SKIPPED:
31)
__3.36__ Vacation Bible School (ANSWERED: 28;
SKIPPED: 84)
__2.88__ Stewardship campaign (ANSWERED: 52;
SKIPPED: 60)
__2.94__ Global Outreach (ANSWERED: 32;
SKIPPED: 80)
__3.36__ Local Outreach (ANSWERED: 44;
SKIPPED: 68)
__3.45__ Presbyterian Women (ANSWERED: 38;
SKIPPED: 74)
__2.95__ Stephen Ministry (ANSWERED: 20;
SKIPPED: 92)
__3.70__ Deacons (ANSWERED: 44; SKIPPED: 68)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 6
Respondent 99: “I have not been to church in the
past 10 mos.”
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What is God calling us to do and be?

WHAT ARE WE BEING CALLED TO DO AND
BE MORE OF?
59. Which of the following would you like to see
FPCFB work on in the next FIVE years? (Select as many as you like.)
frequency
__63__ growing our membership in general
(61.77%)
__71__ attracting more young families (69.61%)
__52__ enhancing our community presence and involvement (50.98%)
__51__ increasing the diversity of our congregation
(50.00%)
__40__ better utilizing our facilities throughout the
week (39.22%)
__29__ making our facilities available for use by
those outside the congregation (28.43%)
__24__ getting more people involved in the music
ministry (23.53%)
__47__ getting the “8:30 people” together with the
“11:00 people” (46.08%)
__34__ initiating creative intergenerational activities (33.33%)
__35__ developing support groups, such as a parent
support group or bereavement support group
(34.31%)
__27__ increasing collaborative worship and activities with other local churches (26.47%)
__13__ developing activities that bring multiple
churches in our Presbytery together* (12.75%)
__34__ increasing children’s involvement in worship
(33.33%)
__31__ further developing and expanding our virtual ministries (30.39%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
Respondent 60: “Small groups for fellowship and
study is the #1 thing I would like.”
*Respondent 110: “we tried that in the past, but it
became a ‘my church is better than your church, so
we’re going to do it at my church’.”

60. The list above was generated by participants
in the rst two congregational meetings for
the Mission Study. Help expand this list by
telling us some additional things you would
like to see FPFCB do or be more of in the next
ve years.
Respondent 1: “Become more intentional with
communications between Governing Bodies and
Congregation. Get serious about Youth and Family
Programs”
Respondent 3: “a real an accountable continuity
from session to session in line with a strategic plan
and direction; this needs to be led by the CEO of
our church. constant dependence on the session
that rotates heavily each year leads to constant
change in thought or direction”
Respondent 6: “focus on inclusion within our congregation.”
Respondent 8: “A better organized and active
men’s group.”
Respondent 9: “Increased communication frequency/density with the congregation using all forms
available.”
Respondent 14: “Create an atmosphere where
those who are more progressive feel like we can be
heard and of service (ie activism)”
Respondent 17: “Expand local mission beyond island.”
Respondent 22: “How can we connect with our
friends over the Shave bridge/in the county? extend worship or missional opportunities to Yulee,
Hilliard, Callahan???”
Respondent 24: “Consider praise services as alternative to traditional. Improve communications;
really good within areas weak across
congregation”
Respondent 25: “Engage members in activities. Let
members be greeters before worship welcoming
worshippers. Have a ministry fair every couple
years to let members and attendees know where
their gifts and talents can be used.”
Respondent 27: “knowing and caring for the congregation”
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Respondent 30: “More interracial”
Respondent 31: “Children’s and youth/teen
choirs”
Respondent 32: “Group Outreach projects, where
members of the church work together to help the
community, those in need, or other nonlocal groups
needing assistance.”
Respondent 34: “Training staff in expected moral
behavior…having two sexual misconducts in 5
years is not acceptable. Clear expectations and
repercussions need to be set forth on a yearly
basis.”

Respondent 65: “Consider how to be more welcoming to visitors. Especially at 11:00 service,
people exit and leave or chat with friends. Need to
think about how to engage visitors such as Coffee
hour. Maybe the 2 services can have different formats, traditional vs contemporary.”
Respondent 67: “More communication via email to
the congregation”
Respondent 75: “Continue or increase meaningful
activities for youth.”
Respondent 77: “Better informed prayer list and
better pastoral care where needed.”

Respondent 38: “Being more available to shut ins
and those people that cannot get to church i.e.
Streaming for those that can’t get out and transportation for those that would like to come to
church weather elderly, disabled or children.”

Respondent 81: “Caregiver support group”

Respondent 42: “Developing bonds with churches
outside our denomination”

Respondent 86: “An improved meaningful presence
in our area with involvement with other area
churches. Continued involvement & growth of our
Youth & Children’s programs, while not ignoring
Adult programs. Less of ‘the frozen chosen’ mentality!”

Respondent 44: “Increase participation and number of global mission opportunities”
Respondent 48: “Conduct personal interviews with
members (current and new) to determine their
needs and what personal skills and interests they
would like to contribute. Use the church data base
to record results. Follow up to ensure skills being
utilized. Conduct exit interviews to determine why
people leave. Followup as appropriate. Get a WEB
master. Keep WEB updated. Post session minutes
on the WEB. Update the church manual to re ect
current organization.”
Respondent 53: “Enhance the music ministry for
development to include the young children,
teenagers into their Christian development and
educational learning process.”

Respondent 82: “Educating, empowering, and encouraging every member to identify his/her talents,
and to use them in service to God through the
church’s various ministries”

Respondent 92: “Support and get more members
involved in the Childrens ministry and youth….as
an older adult now, teaching Sunday school in my
younger days was a big part of helping me grow
closer to my church family and helped my faith
grow.”
Respondent 93: “Become regular friends with the
other denominations’ Christian ministers and their
congregations.”

Respondent 60: “Small group programs. Support
for immigrants”

Respondent 97: “I would like to see congregants
working together with our Outreach partners. I
would also like to see more people get involved
with the day-to-day activities of the church—ushering, serving coffee, etc.”

Respondent 63: “More small group activity”

Respondent 100: “Get back in the sanctuary!”

Respondent 64: “1. Really focus on becoming one
of the top musical groups in the area. 2. Since volunteerism is a problem, perhaps we should pair
down the number of things we are doing so that we
are doing a few really well. 3. I would like to see the
small groups return to both help people meet others in the church but also as an avenue to ask for
speci c volunteerism (e.g., small group help habitat
house).”

Respondent 110: “A LOGOS type program run correctly and not altered and ruined.”
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WHAT ARE WE BEING CALLED TO DO AND
BE LESS OF?
61. Is there anything you would like FPCFB to do
or be LESS of in the next ve years?
Respondent 1: “Less of First Café. Rethinking role
of Deacons”
Respondent 2: “I do not think the church is a place
for ‘activism’ and/or to take a position on current
social and/or political issues. It is a place to worship God.”
Respondent 7: “Spending money on facilities.”
Respondent 9: “Increase he number of Stephen
Ministers.”
Respondent 14: “Focused on building and renovating buildings. Less scared of outsiders use
our space.”

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

monthly with a community speaker. Have a fatherson breakfast once a year where the women of FP
serve and have a well-known person speak…
Jaguars, professors, coaches, etc.”
Respondent 27: “no”
Respondent 31: “Less direction from national and
presbytery levels. Become more independent, reecting our church community”
Respondent 36: “Surveys”
Respondent 38: “A Congregation that is spiritually
and mission oriented. That shows the love of Jesus
to each other, our community and the world.”
Respondent 64: “1. We are still a small church, so
be intentional in what we are doing so that we can
do a smaller number of things well. Don’t try to be
all things to all people. 2. We have to have programs/offerings that attract younger families or
else our church will just die out over time.”

Respondent 22: “The church as ‘family’ is something I hear a great deal about, and that is one way
of looking at church. But it can also be exclusionary. How do we appear to those outside of our
‘family’?? What does the community think of when
they hear ‘First Presbyterian’?? Do we know? Have
we tried to nd out? Who we think we are may not
be the identity we project. PS: ‘friendly’ is not an
identity! Every church thinks they are friendly.
Also, we spent a year on an inclusion task force—
but have yet to really accomplish some of the goals
laid out. We took out half of one pew. What else
do we need to do to be inclusive for folks with special needs?”

Respondent 67: “Love the church!”

Respondent 23: “Less political”

Respondent 110: “Losing high school/college/
young adults. Those that I still know and speak to
me tell me they left because FPC has nothing to
offer them that makes them want to stay.”

Respondent 24: “Get back to normal, what ever
that is.”
Respondent 25: “Wednesday café was not well attended. Consider have a potluck (post-COVID)

Respondent 75: “no”
Respondent 77: “Be a spiritual and biblical leader
for our congregation and the community.”
Respondent 82: “Less of a staff-led approach to
running the church; but more session-led. Lessen
the administrative workload of pastors and give
them time and latitude to be ministers of the word
and sacrament; session to take on more decisionmaking and discernment of church direction.”
Respondent 93: “Become more focused on the diversity of people in our local Christian neighborhoods.”
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What do we want our next pastor to do and be?

PASTORAL ROLES

Social activist

62. Our pastoral staff collectively embody many
important roles, but no single individual can
possibly excel at them all. Keeping this in
mind, rate the importance of EACH of these
potential roles for our next Senior Pastor/
Head of Staff.

frequency
__22__ unimportant (22.68%)
__29__ of little importance (29.90%)
__35__ somewhat important (36.08%)
___9__ very important (9.28%)
___2__ essential (2.06%)

Worship planner and leader

ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 2.38 (where 2= “of little importance”
and 3= “somewhat important”)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
___4__ somewhat important (3.96%)
__48__ very important (47.52%)
__49__ essential (48.51%)

Spiritual guide

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 4.45 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___5__ of little importance (5.15%)
___8__ somewhat important (8.25%)
__45__ very important (46.39%)
__39__ essential (40.21%)
ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED: 15
AVERAGE= 4.22 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)

Church administrator
frequency
___1__ unimportant (0.99%)
___2__ of little importance (1.98%)
__29__ somewhat important (28.71%)
__49__ very important (48.51%)
__20__ essential (19.80%)

Witness/evangelist

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
AVERAGE= 3.84 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

frequency
___6__ unimportant (6.12%)
__14__ of little importance (14.29%)
__31__ somewhat important (31.63%)
__36__ very important (36.73%)
__11__ essential (11.22%)
ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14
AVERAGE= 3.33 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)

Minister/teacher of the Word
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
___2__ somewhat important (1.96%)
__28__ very important (27.45%)
__72__ essential (70.59%)
ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
AVERAGE= 4.69 (where 4= “very important” and
5= “essential”)
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Keeping this in mind, rate the importance of each
of these potential roles for our next Senior Pastor/
Head of Staff.

frequency
___2__ unimportant (2.02%)
___4__ of little importance (4.04%)
__44__ somewhat important (44.44%)
__42__ very important (42.42%)
___7__ essential (7.07%)
ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.48 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Pastoral caregiver
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___4__ of little importance (4.04%)
__25__ somewhat important (25.25%)
__40__ very important (40.40%)
__30__ essential (30.30%)
ANSWERED: 99; SKIPPED: 13
AVERAGE= 3.97 (where 4= “very important”)
Ecumenical/interfaith collaborator

average rating
__4.45__ worship planner and leader (ANSWERED:
101; SKIPPED: 11)
__3.84__ church administrator (ANSWERED: 101;
SKIPPED: 11)
__4.69__ minister/teacher of the Word (ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10)
__2.38__ social activist (ANSWERED: 97; SKIPPED:
15)
__4.22__ spiritual guide (ANSWERED: 97;
SKIPPED: 15)
__3.33__ witness/evangelist (ANSWERED: 98;
SKIPPED: 14)
__3.48__ group facilitator (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__3.97__ pastoral caregiver (ANSWERED: 99;
SKIPPED: 13)
__3.43__ ecumenical/interfaith collaborator (ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18)
__3.94__ visionary long-term planner (ANSWERED:
100; SKIPPED: 12)
SKIPPED ENTIRE QUESTION: 10

frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
__12__ of little importance (12.77%)
__37__ somewhat important (39.36%)
__38__ very important (40.43%)
___7__ essential (7.45%)

Respondent 97: “I would also like our Sr Pastor/
Head of Staff to have a focus on Outreach”

ANSWERED: 94; SKIPPED: 18
AVERAGE= 3.43 (where 3= “somewhat important”
and 4= “very important”)
Visionary long-term planner
frequency
___0__ unimportant (0.00%)
___0__ of little importance (0.00%)
__28__ somewhat important (28.00%)
__50__ very important (50.00%)
__22__ essential (22.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
AVERAGE= 3.94 (where 4= “very important”)

63. Of these potential roles for our next Senior
Pastor/Head of Staff, which ONE is MOST essential?
frequency
__24__ worship planner and leader (23.30%)
___3__ church administrator (2.91%)
__59__ minister/teacher of the Word (57.28%)
___1__ social activist (0.97%)
__11__ spiritual guide (10.68%)
___0__ witness/evangelist (0.00%)
___0__ group facilitator (0.00%)
___5__ pastoral caregiver (4.85%)
___0__ ecumenical/interfaith collaborator (0.00%)
___0__ visionary long-term planner (0.00%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9

SUMMARY for Question 62: Our pastoral staff
collectively embody many important roles, but no
single individual can possibly excel at them all.
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64. Of these potential roles for our next Senior
Pastor/Head of Staff, which ONE is LEAST important?
frequency
___0__ worship planner and leader (0.00%)
___3__ church administrator (2.94%)
___1__ minister/teacher of the Word (0.98%)
__64__ social activist (62.75%)
___4__ spiritual guide (3.92%)
__12__ witness/evangelist (11.76%)
___5__ group facilitator (4.90%)
___1__ pastoral caregiver (0.98%)
___9__ ecumenical/interfaith collaborator (8.82%)
___3__ visionary long-term planner (2.94%)

MISSION STUDY REPORT 2020/21

ANSWERED: 98; SKIPPED: 14

*Respondent 110: “because as a church we are
dying yet again”
67. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__78__ rmly grounds preaching and teaching in a
Biblical context (75.73%)
__25__ explores contemporary social issues
(24.27%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
Respondent 38: “I really would not care for a political activist as my pastor. I think that we can keep
separate church and state and as this is a diverse
congregation I would rather the pastor deal with
the spiritual needs of the congregation and not the
political.”
PERSONAL AND INTERPERSONAL PASTORAL QUALITIES

68. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__34__ facilitates the theological and Biblical education of the congregation (33.01%)
__69__ promotes the spiritual development of the
congregation (66.99%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9

The following are potential qualities of our next
Senior Pastor/Head of Staff, listed in pairs. For
EACH pair, select the ONE quality you would generally prefer. (These pairs were intentionally designed to pose tough choices!)
65. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__33__ provides strong, decisive leadership
(32.35%)
__69__ empowers church leaders and the congregation to make decisions (67.65%)

Respondent 4: “I believe both are equally important.”
Respondent 110: “If done right one does the other”
Respondent 112: “See these as mutually inclusive”
69. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__10__ spends more time talking (10.00%)
__90__ spends more time listening* (90.00%)
ANSWERED: 100; SKIPPED: 12
*Respondent 110: “before he/she talks”

ANSWERED: 102; SKIPPED: 10
66. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__14__ honors the way things have always been
done (14.29%)
__84__ welcomes innovative approaches* (85.71%)

fi
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70. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:

these skills are very important in order to attract
new members and grow the church.”

frequency
__98__ has a relaxed, friendly interpersonal style
(97.03%)
___3__ has a formal, reserved interpersonal style
(2.97%)

Respondent 14: “the question about social issues
vs. theological biblical basis for sermons? (I can’t go
back). I don’t thinking being contemporary and
addressing current issues has to come at the expense of Biblical background. I want sermons that
are relevant to issues for today grounded in reformed theology and scripture.”

ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
71. I would generally prefer a Senior Pastor/Head
of Staff who:
frequency
__84__ skillfully mediates con icts (83.17%)
__17__ encourages people to resolve con icts on
their own (16.83%)
ANSWERED: 101; SKIPPED: 11
Respondent 48: “Believe effective counseling
would include encouraging people to solve issues
on their own.”
Respondent 60: “A pastor must be able to mediate
when necessary and know when to direct people to
work it out (or help them understand how to).”
72. If you would like to explain your answers to
any of the questions so far, or provide an answer that wasn’t one of the listed options,
please do so here. Be sure to indicate the
question number(s) to which you are referring.
NOTE: The comments appended here did not specify
the question to which they were referring.
Respondent 1: “Excellent questions. Add option to
Elder and Deacon from another church. I like the
option that you do not have to answer all
questions.”
Respondent 2: “I don’t know how well we communicate, if at all, with those that regularly visit our
church, but are not yet members. Are they even
being given access to this survey? Are they included in our mailings, emails, etc? This is an important
demographic that I feel gets lost, especially during
COVID.”
Respondent 8: “Regarding skills of the Sr. Pastor,
there was no opportunity to rate the effectiveness/
skills as an effective preacher/speaker. I believe

Respondent 22: “Some of the answers to questions
about sermons and worship would depend on circumstances in the congregation. Joyful singing
may be preferred by some but may not be appropriate to the service. Same with the sermon. They
should challenge at times, comfort at times, confound at ties. Depends on what the scripture is
saying to the people at that particular day and that
particular time. To look for a pastor who always
preaches one style of sermon would be inappropriate. Same for worship music. I was not certain
what you meant by ‘contemporary’ music—do you
mean electric guitars and boom boxes AKA Journey church or just newer hymns. Also, re: my involvement at FPC. I have been very involved in
church leadership over the past 6 years, and as of
Jan 1, am now focusing on other things in my life—
have ‘retired’ from many church ministries/activities. I was not certain who to answer some of those
questions about my activity—if you meant as of
2021 as I ll out the survey or previously. As of
now, I am not of cially involved in much of anything at church—for the rst time in 6 years. But
not because I’m unhappy or dissatis ed with
church, but rather so I can refocus my energy on
another priority in my life right now.”
Respondent 24: “Elder and Deacon from previous
PC, knowledge of PC is important for congregation”
Respondent 26: “Restarting the full 8:30 choir”
Respondent 35: “None”
Respondent 55: “No”
Respondent 62: “While I don’t believe that a senior
pastor should represent the church as a social activist, I do believe that our senior pastor should
advocate for equality, inclusivity, and social justice
as described in the teachings of Christ.”
Respondent 64: “Music ministry: Music is clearly
important to the congregation and I would like to
see our church become known as one of the best
choirs on the island. One suggestion to get us
there is for the church to sponsor small scholar-
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ships to pay college students to sing with us...we
would have one for each section so that a strong
voice can always be there to carry the rest. My old
church in Atlanta did this (8 or more students each
semester) and the money helped the students (especially those who wanted to be choir directors in
the future) with their education while enhancing
our music ministry. They would come to practice
each Wednesday and sing both services. Something like this would help to better launch our music ministry to become a real strength of the church
which would draw new members...both to sing and
to listen.”
Respondent 67: “Communication to the congregation seems to have fallen by the wayside, example
how was the participation Christmas Eve activities
and worship, seems pretty simple for combination
of staff and congregation volunteers to email congregation about what occurred? Lots of opportunities to open up service, one outdoor on the lawn in
attention to the virtual service, get it up and get it
going! Locked behind closed doors does not work
in the long run, ghost church will be losing lots of
members going forward!”
Respondent 75: “It is dif cult to answer some of
these because my experience with the former pastor diminished my relationship with the church.”
Respondent 77: “We need a more regular and
comprehensive prayer list especially over the last
10 months. And also better pastoral care.”
Respondent 110: “I have an uncle who was a Presbyterian minister. He explained to me that because
we basically have one Presbyterian church for the
whole county it is a political and/or nancial hot
mess. Clicks will develop and try to take over for
their own political/monetary interests. The new
minister needs to be able to recognize this, verbalize this and stop it.”
73. If there is anything else you would like us to
know, tell us here.
Respondent 1: “This is a wonderful survey, congratulations to MST. Completed in one setting 42
min.”
Respondent 3: “i am concerned about searching for
a pastor while we are still not regathered. i understand this is a long process (searching for a pastor).
i understand there is hesitation to regather. i am
not suggesting a full regathering before we search
for a pastor but i am concerned we are searching
for a pastor when we don’t know what our congre-

gation will look like. i appreciate this process (survey) i hope it is representative enough to help
guide and be a valuable part of the search process.
i don’t know that grieving looks like for a church
after what we went through but i think our church
needs to grieve before we start looking. although
the pandemic gave us an opportunity to quickly
move on past the senior pastor issues, it also forced
us to ignore some of the fall out from those issues.
a proper grieving process (together) would help
this.”
Respondent 14: “we need to improve communication to the congregation as a whole.”
Respondent 22: “As the weather improves, outdoor
options for worship might be nice. We have a huge
front lawn and have rented tents before (160th anniversary). Would also be a nice way to let the
community know we are resuming activity on campus.”
Respondent 25: “There should be a paid staff
member, sexton on every Sunday morning. Several
incidents occurred where no soap in bathrooms
and no one knew where it was kept until nally
someone was found...still have no idea where they
got soap from and sound system needs to be closed
properly every Sunday. It should not be responsibility of ushers, Deacons and Elders.”
Respondent 27: “Get different people on the nominating committee vice the ones that are always on
them.”
Respondent 32: “I am not convinced I have the
technical skills to record a lay reading and submit it
to the church.”
Respondent 34: “Pick an individual who is the real
deal…Filled with the Holy Spirit…if that is done the
rest will follow. Look for the true presence if the
Holy spirit in the people you interview…do they
care for least in our society or pander the power
brokers…do they have a humble or haughty demure…are they the real deal.”
Respondent 38: “If we are unable to have a choir
when we return to in person service I would like to
see out virtual choir on screen during the service
and also I would like live streaming rather than a
two week delayed service.”
Respondent 48: “Question 75 leads me to believe
virtual services would be continued when in-person worship resumes. I believe this would be a mistake. The in-person service should be the virtual
service. I believe a camera has been installed in the
balcony. Gabriel is doing such a magni cent job
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perhaps her skills could be used to get a great web
product. Before we engaged a vendor the virtual
service was just as good as with the vendor. The
current 10 day advance requirement would be
eliminated and more timely information could be
promulgated. The current vendor cost should be
saved, reduced or spent locally.”

and 4) a legal expert serving in the Administration
Division to advise us on legal and insurance matters.”

Respondent 50: “I like the idea of receiving text
messages from the church. I nd texting to be very
ef cient.”

Respondent 111: “Thank you for the many hours
you devoted to developing the survey for our congregation.

Respondent 55: “No”

Respondent 93: “Become a church with leadership
that constantly teaches, whether in worship or in
group gatherings, how God has taught us to deal
with love and diversity throughout Bible times.”

Respondent 75: “n/a”

“One of the issues that was never addressed in the
survey was pastoral care. Most members do not
want to share their personal experience, and this
was never discussed in the Zoom meetings. As a
member of the congregation and one with much
experience with pastoral care from our church of cers and ministers it is my observation that we are
lacking in support from our ministers. To send a
‘prayer text’ message when someone comes to the
end of their life, mailed a book on how to deal with
grief and to replace the human touch/voice is unacceptable. We have an older congregation and a
phone call if not a visit is part of the mission of the
church. I do understand that ministers are in need
of personal time and space but to pass the visitation and contact on to the Deacons is not acceptable. The Elders are designated as the spiritual
leaders of the Presbyterian Church according to
the Book of Order. Maybe another look at the Rev.
Doug Ganyo model.

Respondent 77: “I think for the quality of most of
the Wednesday night suppers the price is too high
at $10. Even when they were $7 it was pushing it. I
know churches that serve meals for $5 and under.”

“In this time to separation from meeting face to
face we are Blessed to have three (3) ministers but
with a diminishing congregation a phone call to the
sick would be comforting and spiritually uplifting.

Respondent 81: “Church is dif cult for my husband
to navigate with his physical and mental limitations. I know provisions have been made but still
very hard.”

“In the call for a new minister the search should
include a full disclosure of the nancial support
offered to the new minister; i.e. a ‘mentor’ for Wain
to be paid by our church should never have been
allowed. A face to face interview should be a must
from the Pulpit Nominating Committee. While we
do not want to discourage a candidate from serving
our church we need more accountability from our
minister…not a rubber stamp from the Session on
any expenditure the minister decides independently to undertake in the name of the church. AND a
minister who follows the Book of Order.”

Respondent 60: “Much of the leadership at FPC
does not follow required protocols without being
prompted. If session members cannot be trusted
to act safely and responsibly, how can the congregation be trusted to act responsibly.”
Respondent 64: “I am so proud of how our church
has strengthened and what we have accomplished
in the midst of a pastoral crisis and global pandemic. Also, perhaps you should call this committee the
“strategic mission” committee because I was confused for a long time that it was working on global
outreach vs helping to set the strategic direction
going forward.”
Respondent 69: “I am only in Fernandina on weekends. Consequently, this schedule impacted my
survey answers. I plan to retire there in 3 years. I
will join at that time.”

Respondent 82: “Thank you for embarking on this
daunting task of gathering members’ thoughts and
concerns.”
Respondent 83: “I believe the church needs 1) a
full-time music director overseeing all aspects of
the music ministry, 2) a well-functioning communications committee, 3) children and youth choirs,
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How are we feeling about our future?
74. Do you expect to be an active participant in
the life of FPCFB ve years from now?
frequency
___4__ no (3.88%)
__30__ not sure (29.13%)
__69__ yes (66.99%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
75. As you look ahead to the next chapter in our
collective journey as a community of faith,
describe your level of commitment to FPCFB.
frequency
___1__ very low (0.97%)
___3__ low (2.91%)
__20__ not sure (19.42%)
__49__ high (47.57%)
__30__ very high (29.13%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 4.01 (where 4= “high”)
76. As we wait to discern what God is calling us to
do and be, how hopeful are you about our future as a church family?
frequency
___0__ not hopeful (0.00%)
___4__ slightly hopeful (3.88%)
__10__ not sure (9.71%)
__28__ somewhat hopeful* (27.18%)
__61__ very hopeful (59.22%)
ANSWERED: 103; SKIPPED: 9
AVERAGE= 4.42 (where 4= “somewhat hopeful”
and 5= “very hopeful”)
*Respondent 110: “depends on our ability to attract and keep young people”
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